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(54) Title: MEDICAL IMAGE REPORTING SYSTEM AND METHOD

FIG. 4(a)
(57) Abstract: This invention relates generally to medical imaging and, in particular, to a method and system for I) reconstructing
a model path through a branched tubular organ, II) automatic lymph node station mapping, and III) automatic path or route report
generation. Novel methodologies and systems segment and define accurate endoluminal surfaces in airway trees, including small
peripheral bronchi. An automatic algorithm is described that searches the entire lung volume for airway branches and poses air
way-tree segmentation as a global graph-theoretic optimization problem. A suite of interactive segmentation tools for cleaning and
extending critical areas of the automatically segmented result is disclosed. A model path is reconstructed through the airway tree.
Additionally, a computer-based system for automatically locating the central chest lymph -node stations in a 3D MDCT image is
described. Automated analysis methods extract the airway tree, airway-tree centerlines, aorta, pulmonary artery, lungs, key skeletal
structures, and major-airway labels. Geometrical and anatomical cues arising from the extracted structures are used to localize the
major nodal stations. The system calculates and displays the nodal stations in 3D. Visualization tools within the system enable the
user to interact with the stations to locate visible lymph nodes. Additionally, a method and apparatus for producing and preview
ing a report for peripheral bronchoscopic procedures using patient-specific MDCT chest scans is disclosed. The report provides
quantitative data about the route and both static and dynamic
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previews of the procedure. Static previews consist of virtual bronchoscopic endoluminal renderings at bifurcations encountered
along the route, renderings of the airway tree and ROI at the suggested biopsy location, and three-dimensional cues as to the loca
tion for the biopsy.
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MEDICAL IMAGE REPORTING SYSTEM AND METHOD

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority from U.S. provisional patent application Serial Nos. 61/028,562,

filed February 14, 2008; 61/028,607, filed February 14, 2008; and 61/1 17,334, filed November 2008, the

entire content of all of which are incorporated herein.

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT SPONSORSHIP

This invention was made with government support under Grant Nos. CA074325 and

CA091534NIH awarded by the National Cancer Institute. The government has certain rights in the

invention.

I . RECONSTRUCTING MODEL PATH THROUGH BRANCHED TUBULAR ORGAN

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to medical imaging and, in particular, to a method and system

for I) reconstructing a model path through a branched tubular organ, II) automatic lymph node station

mapping, and III) path or route report generation. Robust and accurate reconstruction of the human

airway tree from multi-detector computed-tomography (MDCT) chest scans is vital for many pulmonary-

imaging applications. For example, the reconstructed airways serve as input for algorithms that quantify

airway morphology 1 4 , generate virtual bronchoscopic (VB) endoluminal renderings 5 " , label human

airway tree anatomy' 2 16, and plan routes for bronchoscopic biopsy. 14 l7 l8 As modern MDCT scanners

can detect hundreds of airway tree branches, manual segmentation and semi-automatic segmentation

requiring significant user intervention are impractical for producing a full global segmentation. Fully-

automated methods, however, may fail to extract small peripheral airways. These difficulties are

exacerbated when trying to define endoluminal airway-wall surfaces, especially in the airway periphery.

Such surfaces require a higher level of precision than the segmentation.

An MDCT chest scan is represented by a large 3D array of voxels and associated intensities".

Voxel intensities are measured in Hounsfield units (HU) and scanners are calibrated such that air has

intensity around -1000HU, water around OHU, and blood and soft tissue around 50-200HU 20 . Thus,

airways nominally appear in MDCT scans as tubes of low-intensity airway lumen surrounded by high-

intensity walls. Each voxel, however, spans a non-trivial volume measured by the voxel dimensions ∆x,

∆y, and ∆z . Voxels on the lumen/wall boundary may therefore have intermediate intensity between that

of air and soft tissue 2 1. This effect is particularly pronounced for peripheral airways with thin walls.

Additional complications arise during MDCT image reconstruction, which involves a choice of

convolution kernels. Soft kernels, such as the Siemens B3 If kernel, have a smoothing effect and tend to

blur small airways. Sharp kernels, such as the Siemens B50f and B70f kernels, highlight image gradients



but amplify high-frequency noise. Motion artifacts, non-standard patient anatomy, and airway

obstructions introduce additional challenges.

Many airway segmentation methods use region-growing algorithms, which attempt to separate

air and soft-tissue voxels using an HU threshold22' 23 l2 24 . The final segmented result is a set of air voxels

connected to a seed point. Region growing is fast and assumes no prior knowledge of the shape or size of

the airways. Choosing an appropriate global HU threshold is difficult, however, as the lungs are filled

with air and misclassifying a single wall voxel can allow the segmentation to leak into the lung

parenchyma. Filtering the image prior to initializing region growing can mitigate the leakage problem,

but filtering removes small peripheral airways24 .

Several methods based upon mathematical morphology have also been proposed. 1 25 24 26 Such

methods typically pass a set of nonlinear filters over the image to locate candidate airway locations. A

reconstruction step then rejects false candidates to produce the final segmented result. Morphological

approaches are appealing because they scan the entire lung volume. Thus, unlike region-growing

algorithms, they can "see" strong airway signals that are not directly connected to a seed voxel.

Morphological filters are frequently slow, however, and developing an appropriate reconstruction

algorithm has proven to be difficult.

Some recent methods incorporate locally-adaptive segmentation algorithms and seek to detect

and stem leakages. Several algorithms propagate a wavefront through the tree. The front splits into

smaller, child fronts at bifurcations. Leakage is detected when the front splits too rapidly.27' 28 Tschirren

et al. characterize leakages as having a "spongy" texture4. When leakage is detected, locally-adaptive

algorithms typically switch to a more conservative set of parameters and re-run the segmentation. Such

algorithms can be myopic as the decision to stop segmenting at a particular branch or bifurcation is

usually made without benefit of global information.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention presents novel methodologies to segment and define accurate endoluminal

surfaces in airway trees, with a focus on small peripheral bronchi. An automatic algorithm that searches

the entire lung volume for airway branches poses airway-tree segmentation as a global graph-theoretic

optimization problem. This algorithm has shown strong performance on 23 human MDCT chest scans

acquired by a variety of scanners and reconstruction kernels. Visual comparisons with other

segmentation results and quantitative comparisons with manually-defined trees indicate a high sensitivity

to peripheral airways and a low false-positive rate. In addition, we propose a suite of interactive

segmentation tools for cleaning and extending critical areas of the automatically segmented result,

typically peripheral bronchi. These interactive tools have potential application for image-based peripheral

bronchoscopic guidance, where small, terminal branches can be important visual landmarks. Together,

the automatic segmentation algorithm and interactive tool suite comprise a robust system for human



airway-tree segmentation. We also present a hybrid, locally-adaptive approach that defines endoluminal

airway surfaces from the MDCT chest scan and previously-produced segmentation. The surfaces created

by this method define the large airways with a sub-voxel level of precision and also improve the

topological accuracy of the peripheral airway surfaces when compared to other approaches. We present

airway-tree reconstructions produced by these new approaches that have been used in the planning and

guidance of peripheral bronchoscopies of human patients. Finally, the paper concludes with a set of

potential patent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. l(a) to l(f) show an illustration of the proposed automatic segmentation algorithm's

operation.

FIGS. 2(a) to 2(b) show an operation of the airway section filter for a small peripheral airway.

FIG. 3 shows three views of a smooth interpolated surface connecting two airway sections. The

red line is the medial axis and the black dots are the centers of the two elliptical "end-caps" of the

surface.

FIGS. 4(a) to 4(b) show a toy example illustrating the proposed global graph-partitioning

algorithm.

FIGS. 5(a) to 5(d) illustrate the live-wire capability of the proposed interactive tool suite for the

case 20349-3-24.

FIG. 6 shows idealized grayscale profiles of thick-walled and thin-walled airways.

FIG. 7 shows polygonal surfaces of a peripheral airway in the right upper lobe medial segment.

FIGS. 8(a) to 8(d) show oblique cross-sections of parallel peripheral branches at generations 6, 7,

8 and 9 in the right middle lobe medial segment.

FIGS. 9(a) to 9(i) show a comparison of human airway-tree segmentations produced by proposed

automatic method and a previously proposed adaptive region-growing approach. 12'23 24

FIGS. 10(a) to 10(f) show illustrations of the entire proposed airway segmentation system for

case 20349_3_29.

FIGS. 1l(a) to 1l(d) show examples illustrating the necessity of visual landmark extraction.

FIG. 12 shows endoluminal renderings comparing surfaces defined using the proposed blended

method with those defined using a constant -600HU isosurface threshold.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

We propose a global automatic airway segmentation algorithm. The algorithm uses seeded

region-growing to quickly and reliably extract the major airways. Leakage is avoided by smoothing the

image. The algorithm also runs an efficient nonlinear filter over the entire lung. volume in search of

airway signatures. The filter output guides and constrains a locally-adaptive region-growing algorithm,



which segments and connects entire airway branches. Finally, a novel graph-partitioning algorithm

makes an optimal global decision on which branches to retain in the segmentation.

The proposed automatic segmentation algorithm extracts a large fraction of the visible airways

with few false positive branches. For some applications, however, even this high accuracy rate can be

insufficient. Consider, for example, image-based bronchoscope guidance for peripheral pulmonary

lesions.29 32 Here, VB renderings are compared to live bronchoscopic video to guide the physician along

a predefined route to the lesion. Branch bifurcation points are especially important landmarks in this

process. Thus, any segmentation used to generate endoluminal surfaces for VB rendering must capture

both the complete route followed by the bronchoscope on its path to the lesion and all branches visible to

the bronchoscope along the way 10 .

Fortunately, while manually segmenting an entire airway tree is tedious, cleaning and extending

a single critical path of a nearly-correct tree can be relatively painless. We have therefore also developed

a suite of interactive tools that enable the extension of an automatically segmented tree. The added

airways may extend an existing route towards a peripheral region of interest (ROI) or create new

bifurcation regions along an existing route to match those seen in the real bronchoscopic video. The tools

enable the addition or deletion of entire airway branches with a few mouse clicks and provide an

extension of the 2D "livewire" interactive segmentation paradigm enabling the definition of tiny airways

overlooked by the automatic algorithm.33 35

From the airway tree segmentation, our reconstruction generates a sub-voxel-precise model of

the endoluminal airway-wall surfaces. While the segmentation systems focus on defining airway lumen

voxels, accurate surface definition requires finding precise locations where the underlying airway walls

slice through the MDCT image. The airway walls typically slice through voxels, so their accurate

definition requires the the partitioning the volumes of the voxels neighboring the outer surface of the

segmentation into airway-lumen and airway-wall classes. While there are a variety of approaches for

defining these surfaces, none yield acceptable results for the entirety of the airway tree in a reasonable

amount of computational time.5 36 37

1. Organization of the specification

The remainder of the specification is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 detail the automatic

and interactive aspects of the proposed airway segmentation system. In Section 4 we present in greater

detail the difficulties encountered when trying to extract an appropriate endoluminal airway surface from

MDCT datasets. This section also describes our hybrid approach for precisely defining the large airways

and quickly determining appropriate surfaces for the smaller, ill-defined peripheral airways. Section 5

presents experimental results of each airway-reconstruction component. Section 6 offers a few

concluding comments.

2. Automatic segmentation algorithm

The proposed global segmentation algorithm proceeds in five steps, as illustrated in Figures l(a)



to 1(0, which is described below:

1. Conservative segmentation-A conservative segmentation consisting of the major airways is

extracted via 3D region growing. To ensure that the conservative segmentation does not escape from the

airways, the algorithm considers only heavily smoothed image data (Section 2.1, Figure l(a)).

2. Airway section filter-An efficient nonlinear filter scans the image for short airway sections.

Each section gives a local airway cross-section and running-direction estimate (Section 2.2, Figure l(b)).

3. Branch segment definition-Sequences of airway sections sharing a common wall are

connected into potential branch segments. Each branch segment is represented by a tube-like surface

approximating an interior airway wall and a score measuring the magnitude of the image gradient near its

surface (Section 2.3, Figure l(c)).

4. Branch segment connection-Neighboring branch segments are connected by smooth

interpolated surfaces. The connections are optimized to minimize a cost derived from the HU value of

voxels enclosed by the connection surface and subject to geometrical constraints. At this point, the

segmentation problem is represented by a graph in which weighted vertices represent potential branch

segments and their scores, weighted edges represent branch connections and their costs, and a single root

vertex represents all branches of the conservative segmentation (Section 2.4, bottom of Figure l(d)).

5 . Global graph partitioning algorithm-A global optimization algorithm examines the maximum

achievable cumulative branch score as a function of the cumulative connection cost; i.e., given a bound

on the sum of connection costs, the algorithm determines the set of branches to segment so as to

maximize the sum of branch scores. The corresponding binary segmentation is a global graph partition

separating "true" from "spurious" branch segments (Section 2.5, Figure l(e)).

Figure 1 shows an illustration of the proposed automatic segmentation algorithm's operation. The

top images provide a global view of the algorithm's progress. The bottom images provide a focused local

view of a small bifurcation in the right lower lobe. The slices in the local view are oblique cross sections

with isotropic pixel dimensions of 0.5 mm. Figure l(a) illustrates the conservative segmentation, which

contains 172,650 voxels. Figure l(b) illustrates the airway section filter, which produces 50,000

candidate airway sections. Each section is drawn as a light-green ellipse approximating the cross section

and running direction of an airway. The filter ignores large branches that should be captured by the

conservative segmentation. Figure l(c) illustrates the step of branch segment definition. Here, airway

sections are connected into potential branch segments. Each of the 1,157 potential branch segments

located by the algorithm is represented by a tubular wireframe surface. Branch segments touching the

conservative segmentation are colored green. The rest are yellow. Figure l(d) illustrates the step of

branch segment connection. Here, interpolated surfaces connecting neighboring branch segments are

colored orange. Only the 624 branch segments whose connections eventually reach the conservative

segmentation are drawn. Figure l(e) illustrates the global graph partitioning algorithm. The algorithm

retains 515 branch segments. The segments in the local view are all retained. Finally. Figure l(f)



illustrates the final binary segmentation, which contains 317,271 voxels. Individual segmentation voxels

can be seen in the local view.

2.1 Conservative segmentation

We extract the major branches of the airway tree using the adaptive 3D region-growing approach

of Mori et al. n Similar approaches have been used by others, such as Kiraly el al. 2 The algorithm is

initialized with an interactively selected root voxel in the proximal trachea. Region-growing algorithms

are prone to leakage, in which the segmentation escapes from the airways, as a single weak wall voxel

can open a low-intensity path between the airway lumen and the lung parenchyma.4 Since we are

interested in only the large airways, especially the main and lobar bronchi, we mitigate the explosion

problem by aggressively smoothing the image data. We filter the image by clamping the maximum

intensity of a voxel to -500HU and convolving with an 3D isotropic Gaussian kernel of standard

deviation σ = 0.55mm. Note that this smoothed image is used only for generating the conservative

segmentation. The remainder of the algorithm uses the raw (unfiltered) image data.

We emphasize that our choice of adaptive region growing for a conservative segmentation

algorithm is made of convenience. It would be possible to substitute any 3D segmentation method, such

as those in the references 25 ' 26' 4. Region growing, however, is easy to implement and quickly produces

acceptable results for the vast majority of cases. On the rare occasion that the segmentation escapes the

airways, the user can interactively select an appropriate termination threshold.

2.2 Airway section filter

As the major airways are reliably extracted in the conservative segmentation, the remainder of

the method focuses on locating and extracting small peripheral airways. In this section, we describe a

nonlinear filter that searches the lung volume for short sections of peripheral airways. Each airway

section is represented by a normal vector describing the airway's local running direction and an ellipse

approximating its cross section in the associated normal plane. The airway sections will later constrain

and guide a locally-adaptive 3D segmentation algorithm.

We imagine peripheral airways to be small, slowly varying "tubes" of dark (low HU) airway

lumen voxels surrounded by bright (high HU) wall voxels. Consider a voxel v = (i j k)τ lying near the

medial axis of an airway. Let d be a 3D unit vector representing the local airway running direction at v.

At least one of the three orthogonal slices (transverse, coronal, or sagittal) containing v cuts the airway at

an angle deviating from d by less than 55 . In the appropriate orthogonal slice, the airway appears as a

collection of dark pixels surrounded by a layer of bright pixels. We can detect the airway by thresholding

the slice at an appropriate HU value. The airway appears as an isolated connected component of below-

threshold pixels in the resulting binary image.

An individual connected component obtained by thresholding a single slice tells us little about

the airway. Because the slice is not, in general, normal to d , the resulting component is a skewed

representation of the airway cross section. Vitally, however, the center of mass of the component does lie



near the medial axis of the airway. Thus, as peripheral branches curve gently, we can produce reasonable

estimates of the local running direction and cross section of the airway by combining components

obtained from neighboring slices.

Figures 2(a) to 2(b) illustrates the basic filter operation. Connected components A, B, and C lie

in contiguous coronal slices and are not normal to the local branch running direction. Elliptical

approximations for these components are therefore more eccentric than the actual branch cross section,

which is nearly circular. The centers of A, B, and C, however, lie along the medial axis of the airway and

a 3D regression line fit to these points yields a good approximation for the local running direction of the

branch. The filter output D is obtained by projecting A, B, and C into the plane normal to the regression

line and "averaging" the three resulting ellipses.

We now describe Figures 2(a) to 2(b) in more detail. All slices are windowed to HU e [-1000,

200]. Figure 2(a) gives and idealized view of the filter's operation. On the right, the three connected

components lie in orthogonal viewing planes not normal to the branch running direction. The dotted line

is a line of best fit for the component centers and provides a good estimate of the local airway running

direction. Figure 2(b) illustrates the filter's operation for real data. Components A, B, and C lie in

consecutive coronal slices. Component D lies in an oblique cross-section normal to the estimated local

running direction. Its elliptical representation is taken to be the average of the three ellipses from the

coronal slice components projected onto the oblique cross-section.

The filter consists of three steps described fully in Sections 2.2.1-2.2.3. First, we construct an

isotropic image volume. Next, for each slice of the isotropic volume in the three orthogonal viewing

directions, we consider the 2D binary images obtained by thresholding the slice at each possible

intensity. Each four-connected component of a binary, threshold image receives a score measuring the

likelihood that the component represents the intersection of an orthogonal viewing plane and a branch.

Finally, we combine high-scoring connected components from several neighboring slices into airway

sections.

2.2.1 Isotropic resampling

The airway section filter is most conveniently described and implemented for isotropic images.

We therefore resample the input image to have isotropic voxel dimensions Ax = Ay = Az = 0.5mm. We

obtain resampled voxel intensities via trilinear interpolation.

2.2.2 Efficiently locating strong connected components

Ideally, airway lumen would consist of pure air voxels with intensity near -1000 HU and airway

walls would consist of pure soft-tissue voxels with intensity near 0 HU. Were this true, a single global

intensity threshold would suffice to detect airways. In practice, partial -volume and point spread function

effects cause the optimal threshold for separating airway lumen from wall to vary significantly

throughout the image. We therefore consider connected components defined at each integer threshold

between -1000HU and -600HU.



As we consider all possible separating thresholds, each slice in each of the three orthogonal

viewing directions can contain nearly as many unique connected components as pixels. Some

components will belong to peripheral branches, but most will not. We therefore assign each component a

score measuring the likelihood that the component belongs to a peripheral airway.

For concreteness, consider the transverse (constant z-coordinate) slice at index k . Let (i,j)

represent a pixel in the slice with corresponding intensity I(f'j). Let C represent a four-connected

component of sub-threshold pixels and dC represent the component's border pixels, which we take to be

the set of pixels Oj) C with a four-neighbor belonging to C. The score of C is defined to be

S(Q = min { ICiJ) }- ι 1 -

07) e dC \C\

(U) C

(D

Equation 1 strongly favors airway components, which consist of dark pixels surrounded on all sides by

strong wall pixels. It is difficult, however, to determine a single score threshold that reliably separates

airway components from non-airway components in all scans. For instance, component scores are

typically higher in images reconstructed using sharp, rather than soft, convolution kernels as sharp

kernels highlight image gradients. We therefore retain as many components as possible and postpone the

vital airway/no-airway decision. In practice, we retain the highest-scoring 750,000 components in the

entire lung volume.

We maintain a compact representation of a component consisting of the following statistics

\Q, ∑ /Oj), ∑ i , ∑ j , ∑ i ∑ / , ∑ y . and min [I(i,J}} (2)

OJ) e dC

with each sum computed over all O'j ) e C. Both the component's score and an elliptical approximation to

the component's boundary can be constructed from these statistics. To construct the elliptical

approximation, we first calculate the covariance matrix

< ) [ ) ,
1 ∑ ∑ij (Σ02 (Σ0(∑/) 1 M O I

Cov(C) = l ∑ ∑/'2 i i i (∑0 (∑/> ( Ϋ | + I o i I '

) I ) }

The 1/12/ term arises from treating each pair Oj) as a continuous random variable uniformly distributed

on the unit square centered at (i,j). In practice, this correction is vital for accurately representing small



components. The boundary of the component is approximated by the 3D ellipse

\ (Θ) = P TM θ + c , θ ≡ [0,2π),
(4)

Where

I 1V . I r
( Λ1 (1 1 I1 I

2 I1 f
r
\

V λl °
I

I 10 0 I I cos6 I l I
. , θ= , = , • , and = 2 - I e , e 2 I I I (5)

= I 0 10 I I sin6 I I V I i I i
i 2 i ) \ \

ici o i j
k j

Here, λ ι and λ2 are the eigenvalues of Cov(C) with associated eigenvectors, e and e2. The ellipse swept

out by x(θ) is parallel to the x-y plane and has center c . Elliptical approximations for components in

5 coronal and sagittal slices are defined analogously.

To ensure reasonable running times, it is necessary to efficiently search the components in a

slice. This can be accomplished by processing the pixels in a slice in order of increasing intensity. As the

intensity values are integers in a small range, the pixels can be ordered in linear time using counting sort.

The set of components is maintained using the disjoint-set forest data structure with the path-

10 compression and union-by-rank heuristics 36.

2.2.3 Constructing airway sections from connected components

We attempt to construct an airway section from each component identified by the method of

Section 2.2.2. Again, for concreteness, consider a component C(k) belonging to the k< transverse slice. Let

the pair ( 1, c (k)) describe the elliptical approximation for C per 4. If C belongs to an airway, it

15 should be possible to locate components in the transverse slices k-] and k+\ that it partially overlaps

when viewed along the z-axis. Let C and M ) be one such pair with elliptical approximations (M** ",

' If all three components belong to the same airway, the centers c ( υ, c m , and c (*+l> lie near the

airway's medial axis, and a good estimate for the local running direction can be obtained by fitting a line

20 to the three points. We take the best fit to be the line passing through the point

1

q = _ ( c ( -1) + c + c (t+l) ) (6)

3

with running direction



k+l

π = arg max -j

1 V
[ P r ( c (n - q )]2 such that pr p = 1 \ . (7)

P l J
l = /t-l

In general, there may be multiple overlapping components in slices k-\ and k+l, and therefore

many possible choices for C and ( \ with each pair producing a different running direction

estimate. To choose the best pair, we compute an airway section score given by

median{ S( C * 0), k\ C " ), (8)

where S is the score of a component per (1) and G measures the degree to which the three components

agree on the local airway geometry. To measure agreement, we project the components' elliptical

approximations into a common viewing plane normal to n with origin at q . Let r and u be orthonormal

vectors chosen such that r , u , and n form a right-handed coordinate frame. Projecting k\ for example,

into this frame yields the 2D ellipse

X2D ( θ) P( n ) [( P1 + c lk) ) - q ] = Mj 1" θ + cp , where (9)

(
(10)

, Mp
{k) = P( n ) P k\ and cp = P( n ) [ c(k) - q ].

/ n ) = I u

Again, we assume peripheral airways to be gently curved with slowly varying cross sections. Thus, all

three components should project to roughly the same ellipse and we define G(C , k\ k+l) ) to be a

correlation score equal to the area of the intersection of the three projected ellipses divided by the area of

their union.

Once the pair of components maximizing (8) for component k) has been determined, we can

construct the final airway section representation. The representation is given by the 3D ellipse

X(0) = F(II) Γ A/0 + C.

which lies in the plane orthogonal to the estimated airway running direction n. Here, c cl + ln ) p

and the pair - C P defines a 2D "average" ellipse of

(<- and As in Section 2i we retain as many

airway sections as possible. Our current implementation retains the 50,000 highest-scoring sections.



2.3 Branch segment definition

Each valid airway section represents only a small fraction of a branch. In this section, we

describe a method for connecting airway sections sharing a common wall into branch segments. Of

course, we do not a priori know which airway sections belong to the same branch. In fact, many of the

airway sections defined by the method of the previous section represent spurious signals and do not

belong to any branch at all. We therefore propose a simple algorithm that efficiently partitions the airway

sections into groups of likely branch segments.

We construct a graph G in which each vertex represents an airway section and each edge

connects two vertices that may represent neighboring sections on the same branch. Represent each

airway section by the quadruple ' ~ n ' 11 " - c i - ' per ( 11). Clearly, if E, and E1 are

neighboring sections, they must be physically close. They must also be represented by roughly parallel

ellipses. Furthermore, the line connecting the centers of E1and E1 should be roughly parallel to the

estimated running direction of both E 1 and'£,. Formally, we require

C - C H< :inuu. lafii j | > oos(Cif). ( 2)

These simple geometric tests eliminate the vast majority of potential edges and ensure that G is sparse.

More importantly, we require that E1 and E1 be joined by a six-connected set of airway lumen

voxels that can be segmented without leakage. To enforce this requirement, we construct a smooth

tubular surface connecting E1 and E1. The interpolated surface enables us to detect segmentation leakages

as it provides a good approximation for the interior airway wall. The method for constructing the

interpolated surface is detailed in another work.39. Figure 3 gives an illustrative example. We locally

segment the 3D sub-image of voxels lying between the two "end-caps" of the interpolated surface

defined by the planes normal to n, and n,. We use a locally-adaptive region-growing algorithm seeded at

c ' with an initial threshold of -1000HU. The region-growing threshold is gradually increased, and

additional voxels are added to the local segmentation. The segmentation is successful, and the edge

connecting E1 and E1 is added to G, if is added before leakage occurs.

We augment each edge (£„£,) of G with the following additional information. Let !(£„£,) be the

interval of region-growing thresholds at which 1llf ' CJ are connected but leakage has not yet occurred.

For each threshold in <£„£,), assign a score to the resulting segmentation equal to the difference

between the minimum intensity of a six-connected border voxel and the mean segmented voxel intensity.

Let S(E E1) be the maximum score over all thresholds and define Ci(E E1) to be the corresponding set of

segmented voxels.



Deftue a branch e ment as sequence ot airway sections E £ (2) , .... Λ' ) , with 2 < N < 20. sudi that:

1. Tlio sections (l) and E <t+l) are connected by an edge i tor all i < Λr .

2. The intersection (l+1) ) is non-empty: i.e.. there exists a common threshold at which th entire

branch segment segmented without leakage.
:i. The section center-. c 1 . c 2-' c - co u t c 1- to c Λ' - without backtracking. Formally.

(< > _ 1) ,T ϋ<.) _ J(I)J < V) _ - JT (M-I) _ I)j for a l, , Λr

Each valid branch segment receives a score equal to the sum of its constituent edge scores.

Concatenating the smooth interpolated surfaces associated with each edge produces a piecewise-smooth

surface for the entire branch segment, and the union of the optimal local segmentations for each edge

yields a connected segmentation of the entire branch segment without leakage.

An airway section can belong to many potential branch segments. We partition the airway

sections into a collection of high-scoring, pairwise-disjoint branch segments in two steps. First, a simple

dynamic programming algorithm locates the highest-scoring branch segment connecting each pair of

airway sections. 39 Note that most pairs are not connected by any valid branch segment, as segment length

is limited and G is sparse. Next, we consider the optimal branch segments in order of decreasing score

and discard those segments that share an airway section with a higher-scoring segment. We retain the

1500 highest-scoring branch segments that remain.

2.4 Branch segment connection

At this point, we have extracted a connected set of conservative segmentation voxels and a

collection of potential branch segments enclosed by tubular surfaces. While some branch segments

contact the conservative segmentation, most are isolated "islands" of lumen voxels. In this section, we

attempt to extract a path linking each branch segment with the conservative segmentation.

The output of this section will be naturally represented by a hierarchical tree 7 "conn, whose root

vertex represents the conservative segmentation. The remaining vertices represent branch segments. The

edge connecting a non-root vertex in conn to its parent represents a connected set of segmented voxels

joining a branch segment to either the conservative segmentation (if the parent vertex is the root) or to

another branch segment. Each edge is augmented with a nonnegative weight measuring the cost of

adding its connection voxels to the segmentation. Connections containing high-intensity voxels receive

high cost.

Each edge in conn represents one of three distinct connection types. The first is the trivial

connection for a branch segment that already shares lumen voxels with the conservative segmentation.

Examples of such branch segments are colored bright green in Figure l(d). Such edges require no

additional voxels and receive zero cost.

The second connection type joins two branch segments by constructing an interpolated surface

between an end-cap of the child branch and a cross-section of the parent branch. The orange interpolated

surfaces in Figure l(d) give examples of such connections. The cost of an interpolated-surface



connection is defined to be

Here, 1 represents the length of the connection's medial axis in mm, /max the maximum interpolated HU

value encountered along the medial axis and

r

I 1, I < -950 HU

I 1+0.02 (1+950), -950 < I < -900

C HU(I) = 2 + 0.09 (1+900), -900 < I < -800 (14)

I 11+0.15 (1+800), -800 < I < -700

' min(500,26+0.8 (I+700)), otherwise.
I
I

The voxels of the connection are extracted via region growing constrained by the interpolated surface

and seeded with a 26-connected voxel approximation to the connection medial axis.

The final connection type joins a branch segment directly to the conservative segmentation using

a locally-adaptive region-growing algorithm. The algorithm is seeded at the center of the proximal end-

cap of the branch segment. Such connections are assigned a cost of

- CHU (ΓC) + 300, (15)

where V is the volume of the segmented connection (in mm3), VeXp is the expected volume of the

connection given by the average cross-sectional area of the target branch (in mm2) times the minimum

distance between the target branch and a voxel of the conservative segmentation (in mm), τc is the

threshold at which the connection reaches the conservative segmentation, and 300 is a constant penalty

term. In practice, the volume ratio penalizes leakage and the constant penalty term ensures that such

connections are used infrequently in favor of the more tightly constrained interpolated-surface

connection.

We construct conn from a rooted digraph D using Prim's minimum spanning tree algorithm. 38 As

m
nn. the root of D represents the conservative segmentation and the non-root vertices of D represent

branch segments. An edge connecting the root to a non-root vertex is added to D for each branch

segment lying within 20 mm of the conservative segmentation. We attempt to add edges in both

directions between each pair of vertices in D that represent branch segments separated by less than

20mm. Many interpolated surface connections are possible between two such branch segments. We

discard anatomically implausible connections using a set of simple geometric tests and select the



plausible connection minimizing (13).39

Note that D need not be connected. Disconnected vertices frequently arise from breathing tubes

and similar structures located far from the airway tree. Such vertices are never encountered during Prim's

algorithm and are simply omitted from conn. Note also that branch segments lying far from the

conservative segmentation are non-oriented; i.e., we are not sure which end-cap of the branch is proximal

(upstream) and which is distal (downstream). We can impose further useful geometric constraints on the

interpolated-surface connections by adding two vertices to D for each such segment, one for each

possible orientation. A simple extension to Prim's algorithm ensures that each segment appears only once

2.5 Global graph-partitioning algorithm

To this point, we have steadfastly avoided deciding which connected components, airway

sections, and branch segments represented true airway signals and which represented spurious responses.

Thus, the tree Tconn may contain as many as 1500 branch segments, many of which do not belong in the

airway tree. The final stage of the proposed segmentation algorithm is therefore a global graph-

partitioning problem, in which vertices representing valid branch segments are retained and those

representing spurious segments are discarded.

We describe the graph-partitioning algorithm for a hierarchical tree T on V vertices labeled

{0,1,. ..,V-I } with τoot(T) - 0 . Each non-root vertex k > 0 has a unique parent P[k], a non-negative cost

ck, and non-negative benefit bk. Recall that for our problem the root of T represents the conservative

segmentation and non-root vertices of T represent branch segments. The benefit bk of a non-root vertex is

taken to be its branch segment score, as defined in Section 2.3 and the cost ck is taken to be the cost of its

connection to its parent in r conn as defined in Section 2.4. Thus, vertices associated with strong branches

receive high benefit, while branches that are separated from their parent by a high HU barrier receive

high cost. As the root node is already assumed to be part of the segmentation, we set b0 = c0 = 0 .

Our goal is to separate true tree branches, typically with low cost and high benefit, from spurious

branches with high cost and low benefit. The output of the algorithm will therefore be a subtree of ,

which we will represent by a binary vector, t = (to,t \ ,...,tV- ι)τ. The subtree t must include the conservative

segmentation, so t0 = 1. To ensure t describes a connected segmentation, we further require tk = ϊ = tP[k\ -

1 for all k > 0; i.e., to include a branch in the segmentation, we must also include its parent in T.

A natural measure for the "quality" of a vertex k is the ratio bklck, which represents the marginal

benefit per unit cost of adding k to the segmentation. This suggests a naive algorithm in which we choose

a ratio threshold r > 0 and define t to include all vertices connected to the root by a path consisting of

vertices with benefit/cost ratios of at least r. The toy example in Figure 4 illustrates a problem with this

approach. Here, we have set our ratio threshold to r=1.0. The subtree suggested by the naive algorithm

misses many low-cost, high-benefit vertices because it does not look beyond the poor ratio at vertex 1.

We now describe Figures 4(a) to 4(b) in more detail. The figure shows a toy example illustrating



the proposed global graph-partitioning algorithm. Figure 4(a) shows the tree T. The benefit (bk, top

value) and cost (ck, bottom value) of a vertex are listed at its left. Figure 4(b) shows a plot of cumulative

benefit vs. cumulative cost. The solid blue line and dotted red line trace the tree knapsack problem and

relaxes tree knapsack problem curves defined in (18) and (20). The black 'x' represents the cost/benefit

pair achieved by the output of the Algorithm 1 for r = 1.0. The solution is both a point of intersection of

the two curves and the breakpoint at which the slope of the RTKP curve drops below r. The algorithm

output achieves benefit B(I*) - 419 for cost C(I*) - 210 and excludes only vertices 11, 12, 14, and 15.

The block O' represents the cost/benefit pair achieved by the output of a naϊve algorithm described in the

text. The naive algorithm fails to segment high-benefit, low-cost vertices 4, 5, 9, and 10 because it

cannot see beyond vertex 1.

To overcome this problem, we consider T globally and examine the maximum achievable

cumulative benefit as a function of the cumulative cost. Define the cost of a subtree

V-I

C( D = ∑ tk ck (16)

k 0

and its benefit

V-I

B( D = Σ tk bk (17)

k = 0

Given a cost budget γ, the maximum achievable benefit is

β(γ) = max { B( t ) such that t is a subtree of T and C( t ) < γ }. (18)

We refer to (18) as the Tree Knapsack Problem (TKP) and the function β(γ) as the TKP curve.40 The

solid line in Figure 4(b) plots β for the example in Figure 4(a). The TKP curve is a nondecreasing

function of γ. Rather than apply a ratio threshold to each vertex independently, a better approach inspects

the global TKP curve and determines the solution point at which the marginal benefit-to-cost ratio dips

below the ratio threshold r. Unfortunately, the TKP is NP-Hard, and, although reasonably efficient

algorithms exist when the are small integers, tracing the TKP curve for our problem is expensive.

Furthermore, the TKP curve is piecewise-constant and it can be difficult to pinpoint where the ill-defined

"slope" of the curve drops below r.

We therefore consider the "envelope" function defined by a continuous-valued relaxation of the

TKP. Define a relaxed subtree of T to be a real-valued vector f satisfying:

fk e [0,l] Vk, fo = l , and fk < fP,k, Vk > 0. (19)

Every subtree is a relaxed subtree, but the reverse is not generally true. Define C(f) and B(f) as in (16)

and (17) and, for a cost budget γ , define the maximum-achievable benefit for a relaxed subtree to be



βR(γ) = max { B( f ) such that f is a relaxed subtree of T and C( f ) < γ }. (20)

We refer to (20) as the Relaxed Tree Knapsack Problem (RTKP) and the function βR(γ) as the RTKP

curve. The dotted line in Figure 4(b) plots βR. The RTKP curve is nondecreasing and provides an upper-

bound for the TKP curve. More importantly, βR is a piecewise-linear function of γ with non-increasing

slope as (20) represents a parametric linear programming problem.4 1 42 Thus, for any choice of r, the

RTKP curve has a breakpoint below which its slope is at least r and above which its slope is at most r.

Remarkably, there exists a simple algorithm for locating the slope breakpoint without tracing the

RTKP curve. Furthermore, for any r, the slope breakpoint occurs at a point of intersection between the

RTKP and TKP curves and is therefore achievable by a non-relaxed subtree of T. The solution to the

TKP at this point on the curve is given by the subtree

t * = arg max { B( t ) - r C( t ) such that t is a non-relaxed subtree of 7"). (21)

Algorithm 1 provides a simple linear-time method for locating t*.
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Proof of these claims and a linear-time method for locating t * is provided in another work.39

In our current implementation, we use a conservative slope breakpoint of r = 3.0. Thus, the

segmentation terminates when the marginal global utility of adding additional branches drops to less than

three times the marginal global cost of connecting the newly added branches to the tree. The returned

segmentation is the union of the conservative segmentation, the lumen voxels of branch segments for

which tk
* = 1, and the segmented connection voxels joining such branch segments to their parents in

conn-



3. Interactive tool suite

The graph partitioning algorithm described in Section 2.5 highlights the global character of the

proposed airway-tree segmentation algorithm. The algorithm searches the entire lung volume for

branches, and considers all potential branches while making its final segmentation decisions. Thus,

locally expensive connection costs that occur early in the tree can be overcome because the algorithm can

"see" strong downstream branches that make incurring such costs worthwhile. Segmentation decisions

for the last few visible generations of airway, however, must be made using primarily local image data.

As peripheral branches frequently have weak image signatures and can appear to be disconnected from

the rest of the airway tree, an automatic segmentation algorithm can miss true branches and mistakenly

extract extra false branches.

Accurately segmenting these last few generations is vital for peripheral airway applications, such

as planning and guiding bronchoscopy to distant lesions. 30-3 1 10-32 Here, the extracted airways serve two

purposes. First, they provide a route for the bronchoscope to follow towards a peripheral region of

interest (ROI).' 8 Second, the airways that break off from the main route provide important visual

landmarks for guiding the bronchoscope to its destination. We therefore identify two key interactive

segmentation tasks to enable more accurate planning and guidance:

1. Route extension-The user appends airways to an existing route. The extended path may lead the

bronchoscope closer to the peripheral ROI or provide a better angle from which to view or

biopsy the ROI.

2. Visual landmark extraction-Once an appropriate route has been identified and, if necessary,

extended, the user scans the entire route and extracts any small missed branches that may be

visible to a bronchoscope traveling along the route.

To accomplish these related tasks, we have developed a suite of tools for interactively cleaning

and extending an automatically segmented tree. The interactive tools are run through a graphical user

interface (GUI) on a standard Windows XP PC. The user interacts with the segmentation and gray-scale

image in a 3D environment built using Visual C++ and OpenGL.43'44 The software is maintained in

Visual Studio .NET 2003.

Errors introduced during the graph-partitioning algorithm described in Section 2J5 can be

corrected with a few mouse clicks, as the branches and their inter-connections are simply the vertices and

edges of a graph-theoretic tree. Thus, spurious branches erroneously included in the tree can be deleted

and true branches separated from the segmented tree by stenosis, motion, or image noise can be added.

A more challenging interactive segmentation task is the extraction of weak, single-voxel-thick

airways that are missed by the airway section filter. To assist the user in locating and segmenting such

small peripheral airways, we provide a fused view in which the 3D airway tree is combined with an

oblique cross-sectional slice through the image data. Figure 5( ) provides an example view. The oblique



slice behaves as a projection screen for the image data-it holds a fixed position parallel to the viewing

plane, but displays continually updated cross-sections as the 3D scene is rotated and panned. The cross-

section data is calculated using trilinear interpolation at an isotropic sampling rate of 0.5mm per pixel.

The airway tree and a small navigation compass orient the user. The user can select the level of zoom,

change the HU display windowing function, and scroll through oblique slices. Figures 5(a) to 5(d) are

described in more detail at the end of this section.

With the oblique cross-section view, it is possible to quickly scan a critical region of the

segmented tree and locate small branches that may be difficult to see in any of the three orthogonal

viewing directions. To segment the airways captured in the orthogonal slice, we provide a "livewire"

capability.33 34'35 The user selects a seed point in the segmentation and hovers the mouse cursor over a

point along the missing airway. A shortest-paths algorithm computes an eight-connected path from the

seed point to the cursor. Pixel weights favor paths through low-intensity regions. When the user selects

an acceptable path, the path's end point becomes a new seed point and the process is repeated until the

branch has been completely extracted. As branches may not lie entirely in any single plane, the user can

freely rotate the 3D scene at any time to obtain a better view. Pixel weights and shortest-path

computations are updated on-the-fly. As live-wire is performed in arbitrary oblique cross-sections, the

procedure returns a piecewise-planar sequence of floating-point 3D image locations. A post-processing

step produces a 26-connected sequence of integer-valued voxel coordinates, which are added to the

segmentation.

Figures 5(a) to 5(d) illustrate the live-wire capability of the proposed interactive tool suite for the

case 20349-3-24. Figure 5(a) shows the oblique cross-section view fused with the automatically

segmented airway tree. Figure 5(b) shows a close-up view of the oblique slice only. The data is

isotropically sampled with pixel dimension 0.5mm and windows to HUe [-1000, -200]. The bright

object on he right is a peripheral lesion. Figure 5(c) shows the automatically generated segmentation

fused with the slice. Finally, Figure 5(d) shows a live-wire operation. The redline line connecting the

segmentation to the mouse cursor indicates voxels that will be added to the segmentation.

4 . Airway surface definition

From the airway-tree segmentation and MDCT image data we define the second component of

the airway reconstruction, polygonal airway-wall surfaces- . To aid in image-based guidance, these

surfaces are used to generate VB renderings. As such, the airway surfaces should be defined so that the

resulting VB renderings accurately reflect the appearance of the airways in the bronchoscopic video feed.

A review of the literature shows that existing methods do not completely address the problem of

generating complete, accurate airway-wall surfaces for the entirety of the airway tree.5 36 37 We seek sub-

voxel-precise polygonal surfaces in those parts of the airway tree with strong image support; e.g., to

preserve the appearance of the rings in the trachea. We also seek to accurately reflect the topology and

appearance of peripheral airways that may have weak signals in the MDCT data. Currently proposed



methods either: fail to work well in the poorly-defined peripheral regions 5; optimize over gradient

magnitudes, which can be ill-defined in the periphery and may not lead to a well-positioned surface 36 37;

or have long execution times in the large MDCT images of interest. 37 Below, we first describe the

difficulties encountered when trying to define the airway surfaces and then present our hybrid locally-

defined-isosurface/topological-dilation methodology.

4.1 Constant-HU Isosurfaces

The Marching Cubes algorithm has long been used to quickly and accurately extract polygonal

surfaces from 3D medical data.5 This method defines the walls of the large airways, such as the trachea

and the main bronchi, with a sub-voxel level of precision. From a volumetric image, the Marching Cubes

algorithm generates a polygonal surface by finding those locations where the grayscale values cross from

dark to light through some threshold value. We have experimentally found that using the Marching

Cubes method to extract a -600HU isosurface yields polygonal surfaces that correspond well to the

airway tree as observed in bronchoscopic video.456'9'" Our selection of such an isosurface can be justified

with an explanation of the appearance of the airways in an MDCT image.

Large airways such as the trachea and the main bronchi are represented by dark lumen voxels

with nominal Hounsfield Unit (HU) values of -1000HU that are surrounded by brighter soft-tissue walls

having nominal HU values = 50-200HU. In large airways the walls are several voxels thick. Due to

partial-volume effects and the smoothing kernels used during image reconstruction, there is not an abrupt

1200HU difference between a dark lumen and bright walls voxel. Instead, there is a gradual transition

that is spread out over multiple voxels.2' This can be modeled as a smoothed 3D step function. With this

model the interior airway surface is located at the point of maximum gradient magnitude, which also

happens to coincide with the HU value halfway between the dark and light values, -400HU.46 Figure 6,

described in detail at the end of the section, shows an idealized example of the step-like transition

between air and soft tissue in the large airways and a smoothed response similar to those observed in the

large airways of MDCT chest images. The maximal gradient magnitude and the average HU value

between light and dark, which occur at the same location, are marked in the plot. Even in the larger

airways, however, image noise or reconstruction artifacts can lead to holes in the -400HU-isosurface. We

have found that a -600HU isosurface, while moving the surface locations slightly, produces surfaces that

are generally hole-free in the larger airways.

While this approach produces accurate surfaces for a large portion of the airway tree, it generally

yields poor results in small peripheral bronchi. The cross sections of the peripheral airways can contain

ten or fewer lumen voxels as opposed to the hundreds of such voxels found in the larger airways.

Similarly, the peripheral airway walls are thinner than those of the major airways; the width of these

walls may be smaller than the voxel resolution. The thin peripheral airway walls are often bordered on

both sides by dark voxels and are therefore poorly represented by the step-edge model. Figure 6 shows

the difficulties with using the gradient magnitude response or a constant HU value to define peripheral



airway walls. Because the smoothing function can be much wider than the airway wall, the maximal

gradient magnitude (denoted by an X) is not well-located; the first local maximum of the gradient

magnitude is too far within the dark region. This behavior would be observed in VB renderings as

airways that are too closed off. Furthermore, if the airway is very thin and surrounded by dark voxels, the

spread response exhibited in the MDCT image may never cross the -600HU threshold. Without a

threshold-crossing, a surface would not be defined here. As a result of these factors, a globally-defined

HU isosurface generally captures peripheral airways poorly.

Figure 6 shows idealized grayscale profiles of thick-walled (left) and thin-walled (right) airways.

The dotted line represents the underlying anatomy with small values corresponding to air and large

values corresponding to soft tissue. The transition region between the two is the airway wall. The solid

line represents the smoothed HU profile as observed in the image. The location of the first observed

local gradient intensity maximum is marked by (X) and the location of the average between air and soft-

tissue HU values is marked by a short horizontal line.

4.2 Variable-HU Surfaces

The main deficiency of the previous method is that a single value defines the airway-tree

isosurface. A value that produces accurate polygonal surfaces in the larger airways can result in large

undefined portions of the airway-tree surface in the smaller airways. These undefined portions visually

appear as holes in the VB renderings. It should not be unexpected that such an approach fails to produce

appropriate surfaces for the entirety of the airway-tree. If a single global HU isosurface accurately

represented the interior airway walls, the task of airway-tree segmentation would be trivial.

The previous global approach can be improved by locally determining isosurface values. The

desired airway surface could be found by combining a smoothly-varying set of locally-defined

isosurfaces. While airway surfaces produced in this manner are typically better than a constant HU

isosurface, they may still exhibit some shortcomings. Figure 7 illustrates the major problem with the

adaptive approach: an appropriate locally-defined isosurface cannot always be determined. The top-left

part of the figure shows a peripheral airway bifurcation as seen in the MDCT image and in the

bronchoscopic video feed. The bottom three rows show a variety of isosurfaces. Each row shows the

intersections of the different isosurfaces with the MDCT image and VB endoluminal renderings of the

isosurfaces. The pose of the virtual camera in the VB renderings corresponds to that of the real

bronchoscopic camera in the video frame. These images show that the local isosurfaces are too closed off

- it is impossible to see both descendant airways beyond the bifurcation. There are also holes in the

surfaces generated at each local threshold - the red isosurface is not closed in the MDCT data and the

black parenchymal background can be seen in most of the VB renderings. Compared to smaller

peripheral bronchi, the airways in this example have a well-defined radiologic appearance in the MDCT

image. The lumen voxels are dark and the airway wall is brighter and readily apparent. Yet no

appropriate local isosurface exists that accurately represents these strong-signaled bronchi. Such results



are not limited to the example shown; the vast majority of peripheral airways are poorly modeled by a

local HU isosurface. This leads to our improved method for defining the small peripheral surfaces.

We now describe the contents of Figure 7 in more detail. The figure shows polygonal surfaces of

a peripheral airway in the right upper lobe medial segment. The original data section consists of a

trilinearly-interpolated oblique cross-section of the MDCT image and a bronchoscopic video frame of the

corresponding airways. The proposed method shows surfaces produced by the topological dilation

approach overlaid on the same MDCT image and a VB rendering of the surfaces at the same pose as the

bronchoscope in the original data. The bottom two rows of the figure depict the surfaces generated at

varying HU-isosurface values. These images show that the polygonal surface created by this method can

be simultaneously too conservatively and too incompletely defined. In each case, the local HU-

isosurface airways are too narrow - the bifurcation that is apparent in the video frame is not completely

visible in the endoluminal renderings. With the exception of the -850HU isosurface, all the surfaces

generated in this manner contain noticeable holes (the black regions above the bifurcation) in the VB

renderings. The MDCT chest scan was generated by a Siemens Sensation 40 scanner with an image size

of 512 x 512 x 557 and voxel resolution Ax - Ay - Az - 0.50mm.

4.3 Segmentation-Based Surfaces

The previous strategies of finding appropriate isosurfaces in the raw image data did not make use

of all relevant information available in the bronchoscopic planning process. The airway-tree

segmentation S provides a voxel-level representation of the airway lumen. The surfaces derived by the

Marching Cubes algorithm on the binary image of S would remedy some of the problems of the previous

methods. For any S, the surfaces generated in this way would be closed and would be topologically

appropriate.

While this approach fixes some problems, it also introduces new ones. The partial volume effects

that lead to smooth, accurate larger-airway surfaces in the HU-isosurface approach no longer exist.

Surfaces created directly from the binary image of S are blocky, since the informative smoothed

transition regions and partial volume averaging are lost. Another deficiency of this approach is that our

image segmentation system only extracts the dark lumen voxels. A large proportion of the underlying

peripheral airways are represented by partial-volume or transition-region voxels, which are not captured

in S. As a result, the segmentation-derived surface will be too conservative in these airways, leading to

surfaces that are overly constricted in VB renderings.

The jaggedness and conservative definition of the binary surface can be addressed by

appropriately dilating and smoothing the airway-tree segmentation. Such an approach would lose

precision in the large airways by discarding the informative raw image data in the large airways, but

would advantageously expand and smooth the surfaces of the small peripheral airways. This suggests a

hybrid approach: use locally-defined isosurfaces to define the larger airways and the dilated

segmentation to define the smaller airways.



4.4 Topological Dilation

In order to produce an accurate polygonal surface, we must appropriately dilate S. Figure 8,

which is described in more detail at the end of this section, shows an example of the errors introduced by

a fixed-distance dilation of the airway-tree segmentation: branches that run parallel to one another are

combined. To make VB renderings that accurately reflect the underlying airway-tree topology, we wish

to avoid such errors. The objective of the dilation strategy is to set the interior airway wall as near as

possible to a fixed distance dD from S without introducing intersections between topologically distinct

airways. Our solution to this problem consists of four steps:

1. Extract the graph-theoretic topology of the segmented airways. This identifies the parts of the

airway tree that should not be merged during the dilation.

2 . Define the dilation constraints. This step identifies the locations of self-intersection in the

isotropically dilated segmentation. These self-intersections locally constrain the amount of

dilation that can be achieved. Additional constraints ensure that the shell of the dilated image of

S is smooth.

3. Embed the constraints into a linear programming (LP) problem. The solution of the LP problem

dictates the dilation distance of each component.

4 . Aggregate the locally dilated components. This step begins by independently dilating each

component by the distances given in the LP solution. These results are combined in a single 3D

likelihood image. This image is not binary; each component's dilation distance is given by a

floating point value. There is a gradual transition between voxels which are certain to be lumen

(grayscale value = -100) and those certain to be lung parenchyma (grayscale value = 100). The

airway wall is the 0 grayscale isosurface.

In the first step, a front-propagation algorithm defines the medial axes of the airway-tree

segmentation. This algorithm finds discretely-sampled medial axes that are separated by a distance of

approximately lmm between each sample point. Each voxel in the segmentation is uniquely associated

with a medial axis point, with the resulting sets comprising cross-sections of the airway lumen. Moving

away from the proximal end of the trachea and using 26-connectivity, the algorithm finds the ancestors

and descendants of each cross section to build the topology of the cross-sectional airway tree T.

The second step identifies the cross-sectional connected-components whose individual dilation

may cause self-intersections in the surfaces derived from the topologically dilated likelihood image I1-.

This step takes as input dD and T. The output is a list of pairs of cross-sectional components where the

minimal pairwise Euclidean distance between components is less than a safety factor ds , defined by

(22)



ds = 2dD + ll[∆x,∆y,∆z]τ ll,

where ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the voxel dimensions and Il u Il is the Euclidean norm of the vector u. If a pair

of voxels, each on separate connected components, are separated by a distance of less than ds , the

surfaces derived from I could self-intersect . Not all such pairs with small separation distances,

however, are problematic. In fact, the construction of T ensures that all components must be within ds of

another component, because each is 26-connected to either an ancestor component, a descendant

component, or both. Therefore, it is necessary to identify only those components with small separation

distances that are topologically distant from one another. More formally, only those pairs separated by a

Euclidean distance of at most ds that are also separated by a topological distance of at least dτ should be

considered in the avoidance of self-intersections. The integer value dτ is the number of vertices

(components) encountered on the unique path from one component to another component in T. We have

experimentally found that a value of dτ=7 yields appropriate results.

The final step of the process is to individually dilate each component by an appropriate amount

and aggregate the results to generate IT. We constrain the dilation distance f , of the j th component C1 in

the following ways:

The dilation distance for each component is upper-bounded by the desired dilation distance:
(23)

0 < fj < dD.

1. If the distance dJk between Cj and a topologically distant component Ck is less than ds , then

fj + fk < djk - (ll[∆x,∆y,∆z]τ ll + ε), (24)

where ε > 0 is an arbitrarily small value. This prevents self intersections. We choose ε = 0.01 .

2 . If C1is the ancestor of C,, then

|f,-f j| < dsmooth, (25)

where dsmooIh is the maximum allowable difference in the dilation distance between adjacent

components. This ensures a smoothly-varying I1-. We choose dsmoolh = 0.25mm.

The objective now is to maximize the total dilation of the N components in T:

N

max ∑ f , (26)

i=0

subject to the previous constraints. The solution vector f = [f ,f2,...fN]T that maximizes the objective

function (26) given the previous constraints is found via a linear programming solver. 47 For the airway

trees we are interested in the constraint matrix is sparse and an interior-point solver finds the dilation



distances quickly - the solution vector is typically found in under 500ms.

The final step in the process is to generate the topologically-dilated image Iτ by independently

dilating each component by the amount specified in f . I is constructed so that it can later be blended with

appropriately-offset values of the raw image data to generate a single image from which surfaces will be

extracted. The grayscale value of the airway walls in Iτ , 0, is chosen to be identical to the isosurface

value that is eventually used to define the overall hybrid airway surface. For the N components in T, the

voxels in the neighborhood of each component C, with associated dilation distance f , are considered. The

grayscale value Iτ(x) of a voxel x located at 3D location x = [x,y,z]τ is given by

Ir (x) = H min [D{x. ) - /,] . (27)

where D(x,C,) is the minimum distance from component C, to voxel x and Η∆ controls the gradient

magnitude of the likelihood image. Varying H∆ influences the surface generated by Marching Cubes on

Iτ . Because each voxel is represented as a 16-bit integer in memory, the partitioning of voxels by

Marching Cubes can only occur in a finite number of ways. For instance, the isosurface of a binary image

always follows the voxel boundaries. Increasing H∆ increases the number of possible voxel partitions,

leading to a smoother surface. As long as the value of H∆ is sufficiently large, its exact value has little

effect on the placement of the surfaces. The results in this paper are generated with H∆=100.

Figures 8(a) to 8(d) show oblique cross-sections of parallel peripheral branches at generations 6,

7, 8 and 9 in the right middle lobe medial segment. Trilinear interpolation is used to generate the cross-

section from the MDCT image in Figure 8(a). Figure 8(b) shows the same data with the surfaces (red)

generated using a constant dilation of 1.0mm. Figure 8(c) shows the surfaces of the proposed topological

dilation method. Distinct airways are combined together in the constant dilation scheme, but are distinct

in the newly-proposed method. Figure 8(d) shows an oblique cross-section of the image I/ created during

the topological dilation procedure. The MDCT chest scan was generated by a Siemens Sensation 16

scanner with an image size of 5 12 x 5 12 x 544 and voxel resolution Ax = ∆v = 0.68mm, ∆z = 0.50mm.

4.5 Variable-HU Threshold Estimates

At this point, there exist two 3D images: the topologically-dilated likelihood image Iτ and the

raw MDCT image I . These two images are combined to create a blended likelihood image I from which

a single airway surface is to be defined. The task is to now determine where I will produce appropriate

isosurfaces and where IT will have to be used. For those regions where I adequately defines the airway

wall, an appropriate local HU-threshold value must be chosen for the isosurface. By appropriately

combining the grayscale values of I and Iτ , we use Marching Cubes to define the overall airway surfaces

in IB.

The first step in the blending process is to find the strength of the airway wall surrounding each

component. This enables the determination of a local HU isosurface, if it exists. While many thresholds



may be valid, the best threshold is the one that completely defines the most open and reasonable airway

surface possible. That is, the airway surfaces should reflect the topology of the underlying airway walls

and should not be too "closed in." These requirements correspond to finding the maximal HU-threshold

value such that the local isosurface surrounding a component is without holes. To find such a threshold,

the connected components are first eroded slightly to ensure that no component has started to encroach

into airway-wall voxels. For each eroded component C,E we examine the set of 18-connected paths P' that

emanate from C,E and traverse through I until they are a reasonable distance from C,E. Each path

originates in an airway lumen and goes through the airway wall. For each path traversal pk in P', the

irk
maximal HU value "max encountered is stored. A component is assigned a threshold estimate

We use an efficient dynamic programming algorithm to compute the local threshold estimates. 48

4.6 Overall Likelihood Image

A locally-scaled likelihood image Is is created from I. By appropriately offsetting each HU value

of I to produce Is, we create an image in which a single grayscale isosurface defines the airway walls. As

a result, the Marching Cubes algorithm can directly define the polygonal airway surface from Is . The

previously found threshold estimates, which define an isosurface that is known to be without holes, are

valid offsets. The threshold estimates of neighboring components can vary greatly, however, resulting in

sharp deviations in the O-isosurface when using the raw component threshold estimates as offsets. These

high-frequency artifacts are not present in the underlying airway walls. Therefore, we employ a bottom-

up dynamic programming algorithm that works from the terminal airway-tree bronchi back up to the

trachea to define a smoothly-varying function of the original threshold estimates. This algorithm strongly

penalizes smoothed thresholds that are greater than the local threshold estimate.

The grayscale value of a voxel in Is is the HU value of the voxel at the same location in I shifted

by a smoothed threshold value. Each voxel location in Is and I is associated with a component in T. The

associations are chosen such that the set of voxels in the neighborhood N, of a component C1, which are

geometrically closer to C, than any other component, are grouped with C1. With the voxel-component

associations, the grayscale values of Is are assigned by

(29)
VC1 T I5(N1) = KN1) - T

411100
U1(C1) .

This centers the airway wall about a grayscale value of 0. A blended likelihood image IB is generated

from weighted sums of the voxels in IT and 1. The weighting coefficients assigned to an individual voxel

in each image are determined by the smoothed component thresholds. Components with thresholds above



an upper threshold T H have well-defined walls - only Is is used to define these voxels. Components with

thresholds below a lower threshold TL have poorly-defined walls - only Iτ defines these voxels. We have

achieved good results with an immediate transition at T H = T L = -675HU. It is also possible to smoothly

blend the images in the transition region by

1 1

I B(X1) = Is(X1) — (Tsmooth(C,)-T L) + Iy(X1) - _ (TH - Tsmoolh(C,)), (30)

TR TR

with T R = T H T L. Finally, the polygonal airway-wall surface is generated by extracting the OHU

isosurface from IB via Marching Cubes.

5 . Experimental results

5.1 Automatic segmentation algorithm

We have applied the proposed automatic segmentation algorithm to more than 40 MDCT chest

scans to date. The images were acquired by four different scanners and reconstructed using three

different kernels. All were successfully segmented using the same set of algorithm parameters. The

algorithm's running time, detailed in Table J_, fits comfortably within a clinical workflow for image-

guided bronchoscopy.

Table 1: Proposed automatic segmentation algorithm running times on a dual-core 2.6GHz PC with 4GB

RAM running Windows XP. Running times are averaged over ten cases. No case required more than four

minutes of processing time.

Figures 9(a) to 9(i), described in greater detail in the next paragraph, depict results comparing

segmentations obtained using the proposed algorithm with those obtained by a previously proposed



adaptive region-growing algorithm for nine typical cases.23 1224 The threshold for the adaptive region-

growing algorithm was manually tuned to achieve the best possible result and, when possible, small

leakages were manually removed from the region-growing result. Even in cases where the region-

growing approach appears to perform well, the proposed algorithm locates significant additional airways.

Figures 9(a) to 9(i) compare human airway-tree segmentations produced by proposed automatic

method and a previously proposed adaptive region-growing approach. 122324 The figures are renderings of

the binary segmentation results. Blue voxels were segmented by both methods. Green voxels were

uniquely segmented by the proposed method and red voxels were uniquely segmented by the region-

growing method. The respective case numbers for each result are h001, h007, 21405-3a, 21405-16,

20349-3-7, 20349-3-15, 21405-57, 21405-58, and 21405-60. The images for Figures 9(a) and 9(b) were

acquired using a Phillips MX8000 scanner and reconstructed using a D kernel. The images for Figures

9(c) and 9(d) were acquired using a Siemens Sensation 16 scanner and reconstructed using a b31 kernel.

The images in Figures 9(e) and 9(0 were acquired using a Siemens Sensation 16 and reconstructed using

a b50 kernel. The image in Figure 9(g) was acquired using a Siemens Emotion 16 scanner and

reconstructed using a b50 kernel. The image in Figure 9(h) was acquired using a Siemens Emotion 16

scanner and reconstructed using a b41 kernel. The image Figure 9(i) was acquired using a Siemens

Sensation 40 scanner and reconstructed using a b50 kernel.

We have also compared the proposed algorithm with a manually-defined "gold-standard" tree for

a single case (21405-3a, illustrated in Figure 9(c). The manually-defined tree consisted of 268 branches

and was produced without reference to the output of the proposed algorithm. Table 2 summarizes the

results, which are organized by anatomical significance. The performance of the proposed algorithm

remains strong even several generations below the segmental bronchi, while the adaptive region-growing

approach misses one segmental bronchus entirely (LB*) and extracts only a small portion of another

(LB5). The proposed method produced no false airways, although it did extract three small peripheral

branches that were not present in the manually defined tree. These branches were confirmed by direct

inspection of the image data.

Table 2 : Comparison of proposed automatic segmentation algorithm to manually defined "gold standard"

tree for case 21405-3a (image dimensions: 512x512x606 voxel dimensions: ∆x = ∆y = 0.67mm, ∆z =

0.5mm). Anatomical labels were defined with physician assistance following the nomenclature of Netter

[49].



5.2 Segmentation for image-guided bronchoscopy

The improvements afforded by the proposed automatic and interactive segmentation methods are

especially important for image-based planning and guidance of peripheral nodule biopsy. 10 This section

describes two example cases that highlight the utility of the complete segmentation system. We have

successfully used segmentations produced by the proposed system to help plan and guide live

bronchoscopies to peripheral lesions using a 2.8mm Olympus ultrathin bronchoscope. 1832

5.2.1 Route extension

Consider the example in Figures J0(a) to 10(f), described in more detail at the end of Section

5.2.2, from case 20349-3-29. The green object is a small physician-defined lesion in the periphery of the

left upper lobe. The adaptive region-growing algorithm is blocked by a damaged airway just beyond the

superior-division bronchus (Figure !Q(a)). The proposed algorithm segments the airway in order to reach

an entire subtree of strong branches (Figure l.Q(b)). This improvement is important, but still insufficient,

as the best 3D route to the peripheral lesion provided by the automatically segmented result still ends

nearly 40mm short of the lesion. Using the livewire capability of the interactive tool suite, however, we

were able to extend the route to within 15mm of the lesion (Figure H)(c)).

5.2.2 Visual landmark extraction

The extended segmentation in Figure !0(c) provides a route to the lesion, but is still not

complete. Again, using the livewire capacity of the proposed interactive tool suite, we added four thin,

leaf branches along the path from the proximal trachea to the lesion. Figure 10(d) depicts the final result.

A second case, 20349-3-24, provides a striking example illustrating the necessity of the visual

landmark extraction step. Here, the automatically segmented result illustrated in Figure 11(a) already

provides a complete route to the lesion. The automatic segmentation, however, missed two small

branches along the route that were later added interactively. The added branches consist of fewer than

100 voxels, which represents less than 0.05% of the total segmentation volume, but dramatically affect

virtual bronchoscopic views encountered along the path to the lesion. Figure J_L(b)-(d) provides an

example, in which one of the interactively added branches, located eight generations deep in the tree,

changes the VB rendered view from a bifurcation to a trifurcation. A bronchoscopic video view confirms

the correctness of the interactively-extended result. Figure 11 is described in greater detail at the end of

this section.



Figures 10(a)-(f) illustrate the entire proposed airway segmentation system for case 20349_3_29.

The green object is a physician-defined peripheral lesion. 46 Figure 10(a) illustrates the best achievable

segmentation using adaptive region growing with a manually selected pre-filter and threshold. The best

3D route stops 74mm short of the lesion. Figure 10(b) illustrates the segmentation produced by the

proposed algorithm adds, which adds an entire subtree in the left upper lobe. The best 3D route, however,

is still 38mm short of the lesion. In Figure 10(c), the proposed interactive tool suite extends the best 3D

route from Figure 10(b) to within 15mm of the lesion. The route is still ill-suited for image-guided

bronchoscopy as it lacks several key bifurcations. Figure 10(d) illustrates the addition of four small

branches along the extended route to complete the result. Finally, Figures 10(e) and 10(f) show

illustrations of the interactive live-wire tool during the route-extension step. Note the small airway at the

bottom that will be added during visual landmark extraction. Pixels in the oblique cross-section are

isotropically sampled at ∆ - Ay = 0.5mm and the data is windows to HUe [-1000, -200].

Figures 1l(a) to 1l(d) illustrate the necessity of visual landmark extraction. Figure 1l(a) shows

the exterior view of the automatically segmented airway tree for case 20349-3-24. The red object is a

physician-defined peripheral lesion. The blue line represents the best 3D route to the lesion. Both Figure

l l(b) and l l(c) present endoluminal renderings with the virtual bronchoscope positioned in the 8th

generation airway along the route. The rendering in Figure 1l(b) was generated using the automatically

segmented result. The segmentation used to generate Figure l l(c) was extended using the live-wire

functionality of the proposed system. Figure 11(d) shows a video frame captured with a 2.8mm Olympus

XP 160F ultrathin bronchoscope confirms the existence of the additional branch.

5.3 Airway surfaces

Like the segmentation algorithm, our airway-surface methodology has been applied to a number

of human cases. In light of our current research goals, we are particularly interested in using the surfaces

in the planning and guidance of peripheral bronchoscopic procedures. To date, these surfaces been used

in our planning and reporting systems in eleven human MDCT chest scans containing a total of twenty

suspect peripheral lesionsQ0,50]. Of the cases considered, live procedures have been performed in eight

patients to a total of eleven ROIs.32 Table 3 shows the computational time requirements needed to

generate the surfaces in five peripheral cases. The table's top two rows provide the size of the

segmentations and the numbers of connected components in the medial-axes tree extracted from each

patient's MDCT scan. These factors influence the running times of the surface generation routine. The

same dual core 2.6GHz, 4GB RAM Windows XP PC used to generate the airway-tree segmentations

above was used to define the surfaces.

Table 3 : A summary of the cases used to test the computational time requirements of the endoluminal-

surface component of the airway reconstruction. The top two rows summarize the airway-tree

segmentation for each patient. The bottom portion provides the execution times of the surface generation,



omitting the time required for file input/output.

Figure 7 provides a comparison of a bronchoscopic video frame, the endoluminal surfaces

derived by our method, and isosurfaces derived using various local thresholds of a peripheral airway. The

surfaces defined by our method correspond well with airways observed in the the video while those

generated at various local thresholds do not. Figures J_i(b)-(d) also gives a comparison of the

endoluminal surface renderings with a live video frame in a different patient. This figure shows the

importance of extracting appropriate surfaces for all peripheral airways along a route. If presented with

the airway reconstruction in ϋ (b), a physician could become disoriented when observing the live video

in li(d). The view in JJ .(c) shows a VB rendering containing airways defined by the automatic and

interactive segmentation methodologies as well as the endoluminal surface methodology.

Figure J_2 depicts the surfaces created by the proposed method and those of the -600HU

isosurface at various locations along a path to the airway periphery. The two methods produce similar

results in the trachea and right main bronchus. Beginning in generation 3, the right upper lobe

trifurcation, black holes begin to appear in the -600HU isosurface. The surfaces of the proposed method

show the transition region between the vaπable-HU surface and the topologically-dilated surface in

generation 5. The -600HU isosurface significantly degrades at beyond this location in the airway tree.

6. Conclusion

The proposed airway reconstruction methods contain several novel components. Efficient

algorithms for locating short sections of airway and combining them into tubular branch segments enable

us to quickly extract branch-level information from the entire lung volume. Thus, the final segmentation

is produced using information gathered from the entire airway tree. The branch segments themselves are

extremely flexible and can represent curved branches and stenosed airways.

We have found that the algorithm performs well on images acquired by a variety of scanners and

reconstruction kernels. Visual comparisons with the output of a previously proposed adaptive region-

growing approach and quantitative comparisons with a manually defined tree indicate a high sensitivity

to peripheral airways and a low false-positive rate. Furthermore, a suite of interactive tools has shown

promise for rapidly cleaning and extending the segmentation in important local regions. Together, the

global automatic segmentation algorithm and interactive tool suite comprise a robust system for human

airway-tree segmentation.



Because we are interested in presenting the airway reconstruction to the physician in image-

based reports and bronchoscopic guidance systems, accurate airway-wall surfaces are needed.

Previously-proposed methods do not completely extract well-defined airways or cannot extract the

airways in a timeframe appropriate for clinical use. To overcome these problems we have presented a

new approach to extract the interior surfaces of the airway tree using the MDCT image and the

previously-described airway-tree segmentation. Airway reconstructions defined by the methods

presented in this paper are currently being used in clinical practice for the presentation of bronchoscopic-

route plans and subsequent live guidance of bronchoscopic procedures. 32 5 1 10 .
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II. AUTOMATIC LYMPH NODE STATION MAPPING SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Lung cancer remains the leading cause of cancer death in the United States and is expected to

account for nearly 30% of all cancer deaths (31% in male, and 26% in female) in 2007 [19]. Central to

the lung-cancer diagnosis and staging process is the assessment of the central chest lymph nodes. This

assessment typically requires two major stages: (1) location of the lymph nodes in a three-dimensional



(3D) high-resolution volumetric multi-detector computed-tomography (MDCT) image of the chest; (2)

subsequent nodal sampling using transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA).

To facilitate the physician in planning and attempting the lymph-node biopsies, two aids are

available: (1) anatomical knowledge of the nominal locations of the 14 Mountain-designated mediastinal

lymph-node stations [35, 5, 25]; and (2) the Wang's bronchoscopy-based map of possible biopsy sites

[48]. Both the Mountain and Wang systems are well established internationally for use in mediastinal

lymph-node staging. The Mountain system characterizes station location based on the human anatomy

and classifies the stations as Nl, N2, or N3 in the TNM staging classification of lung cancer [34]. The

Wang system focuses on locating lymph nodes that are reachable through bronchoscopy for TBNA,

which facilitates sampling and evaluation of both "T" and "N" status in bronchogenic carcinoma [48].

Its goal is to provide landmarks of lymph-node location for guiding subsequent brochoscopic biopsy.

Both systems play critical roles in the clinical studies of pulmonary disease. However, little work has

been done on CT-based lymph-node analysis and research related to the Mountain and Wang systems

[36, 33, 35, 2, 5, 25, 48, 39, 3].

Due to the vital role of lymph nodes in lung cancer management, the detection, segmentation,

and classification of pulmonary lymph nodes, as well as nodal station definition, are important tasks.

Since lymph nodes usually vary dramatically in shape and size, often are poorly presented in CT images,

and may contain diffuse components [1], computer-based lymph-node segmentation is extremely

difficult.

Figures 13(a)-(b) shows examples of a few lymph nodes in human 3D MDCT scan

IRB20349.3.3, which has dimensions 512x512x578 and voxel spacing Ax = ∆y = 0.7 15 mm and

∆z = 0.5 mm. All examples and results presented herein are derived from this scan.

Researchers have made some effort to devise methods for lymph-node segmentation [15, 40, 16,

13, 41, 50, 37, 6, 47, 43, 24]. However, so far, there is no reliable segmentation method available, and

interactive methods are too time consuming when dealing with high-resolution 3D MDCT images which

may have hundreds of slices.

Even though the Mountain and Wang systems exist, there are no computer-based efforts to

implement them for 3D MDCT analysis or even simple visualization. The system and methods disclosed

herein are believed to fill this gap.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A computer-based system for automatically defining lymph node stations such as, for example,

the Mountain and Wang stations is described. In one embodiment, the system defines the stations based

on anatomical cues arising from the definitions of the lymph-node stations. The system displays the

stations for a patient. The nodal stations can then be used to highlight a station and guide the user into



the 3D station region. The system further can comprise live-wire-based semi-automatic segmentation

tools and other utilities.

In one embodiment, a method comprises automatically identifying at least one lymph node

station in a thoracic region of a patient. The method comprises the steps of a) calculating a 3D model of

the airway tree based on image data; and b) calculating at least one lymph node station based on said

image data and using at least one anatomical cue wherein the calculating at least one lymph node station

is performed automatically.

In an embodiment, the method further comprises displaying the at least one lymph node station

in a view such as a 2D slice or alternative graphical view.

The method may further comprise calculating the patient's airways, airway centerlines, aorta,

pulmonary artery, lungs, vertebrae, and sternum from the image data. The method may further comprise

labeling individual airways of the airway tree.

The method may further comprise accepting input regarding a lymph node of the station and or

calculating the lymph node within the station based on said input.

The method may further comprise adjusting the anatomical cues and or adjusting the view of the

station.

In another embodiment of the invention, a method for automatically identifying at least one

lymph node station in the thoracic region comprises the steps of: a) identifying at least one known

anatomical cue; and b) automatically calculating at least one lymph node area using the at least one

anatomical cue. The area may be a Mountain Station, Wang Station, lymph cluster, or nodal area.

In another variation of the invention a computing system for calculating at least one lymph node

station based on image data of a patient's thoracic region, comprises: a memory for storing the image

data; a processor in communication with the memory, the processor being operative to: a) calculate a 3D

model of an airway tree of the patient; and b) automatically calculate the at least one lymph node station

based on at least one anatomical cue.

The system may further comprise a display in communication with said processor and operative

to display a view of the airway tree and lymph node station in 3D. The system may further comprise a

processor operative to reconstruct at least one of the following patient anatomies from the group

consisting of an aorta, pulmonary artery, lungs, vertebrae, and sternum. In another embodiment the

processor is operative to calculate a 3D geometrical shape that defines Mountain station M7.

In another embodiment of the invention a lymph node station mapping method based on image

data of a patient of the thoracic region comprises: processing the image data, said processing step

comprising (a) automatically defining at least one of the anatomical structures from the group consisting

of: airway tree, airway-tree centerlines, aorta, pulmonary artery, lungs, major skeletal structures, and

major-airway labels; and (b) defining criteria for MDCT-based station definition based on geometric and

anatomical criteria defined by the Mountain system; defining a landmark and a station comprising (a)



extracting landmarks for a lymph-node station definition; (b) defining Mountain stations based on said

criteria and extracting steps; and (c) demarcating each station with at least one 3D volumetric region; and

visualizing the station and lymph-node definition, wherein the visualization step comprises (a) manually

refining the region occupied by each lymph-node station using tools; and (b) segmenting visible lymph

nodes in the defined station regions.

In one embodiment, extracting landmarks comprises extracting one or more landmarks from the

group consisting of the main carina location, trachea, major bronchi, and aortic arch.

In another embodiment, a lymph-node station is defined as single or multiple cuboid regions,

based on landmarks extracted from relevant anatomical chest structures. These cuboid regions guide the

user to a particular 3D station region directly and force the user to concentrate on a certain region. The

invention may comprise a live-wire-based semi-automatic segmentation step, tissue removal tools, and

2D and 3D visualization tools.

The description, objects and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the

detailed description to follow, together with the accompanying drawings. The invention includes any

number of combination of method and devices, or aspects of such methods and devices where such

combinations are possible. The disclosure and invention specifically include combination of features and

steps of various embodiments as well as combinations of the various embodiments where possible.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 13(a) to 13(b) show examples of lymph nodes for the Mountain station four [33, 25]. In

these 2D section views, the lymph nodes are the labeled bright, small, isolated blobs. The nodes labeled

M4-1 and M4-4 appear in both sections, while the other nodes only appear in one of the sections. M4

refers to the Mountain station four (a) Transverse slice z = 200 ; (b) Coronal slice y = 213 .

FIG. 14 shows a primary display window of the computer-based system. The user can switch

display modes among the slice views, 3D surface view, and endoluminal view.

FIGS. 15(a) to 15(g) show six anatomical chest structures including: (Figure 15(a)) Airway tree

with centerlines. (Figure 15(b)) Airway tree, represented by its centerlines, with major bronchi labeled.

Different colors are used to indicate different types of bronchi. (Figure 15(c)) Aorta. (Figure 15(d))

Pulmonary artery. (Figure 15(e)) Lungs. (Figure 15(f)) Sternum. (Figure 15(g)) Vertebrae.

FIG. 16(a) shows an example of how the Mountain-based M4 station is defined in one

embodiment. Station M4 begins at the top of the aortic arch. It ends at the lower limit of the RMB and

LMB. Anteriorly, it is posterior to the center of the ascending aorta or the anterior wall of the LULB.

Posteriorly, it is in front of posterior wall of the airways. Laterally, it is limited by the end of the RMB

and LMB, and the center of the trachea.

FIG. 16(b) shows an example of how the Mountain-based M7 station is defined in one

embodiment. Superiorly, it begins at the main carina. Inferiorly, it is above the inferior limit of the



bronchus intermedius. Its anterior and posterior limits are located by the anterior and posterior limits of

the airway wall. Laterally, it is bounded by the right and left limits of the RMB and LMB, respectively.

Two transverse views for M7 are displayed using the lung window, while all other views are displayed

using the mediastinal window. Rectangles, consisting of red lines, are presented as the regions of lymph-

node stations. Blue dash lines indicate boundary limits of these defined stations related to chest

structures.

FIGS. 17(a) to 17(b) show examples of the 3D surface view. Nodal stations were defined and

visible lymph nodes were segmented and grouped. (Figure 17(a)) Both the airway tree and segmented

lymph nodes are displayed. Red lines, inside the airway tree, are center lines. Colored blobs, outside the

airway tree, are segmented lymph nodes. Lymph nodes are displayed in colors derived from the

Mountain system [25]. (Figure 17(b)) Both the segmented aorta and pulmonary artery are displayed,

along with the airway tree and color-coded lymph nodes. Station M4 is highlighted and presented by two

cuboid regions outside the airway tree.

FIG. 18 shows usage of tissue removal controls. Transverse slice 216, on which the segmented

airway tree, aorta, pulmonary artery, lungs, and voxels with intensities outside the range ([-25,155]) were

excluded.

FIGS. 19(a) to 19(d) show a lymph-node station definition for station M4. This station is

presented by two cuboid regions, which are highlighted on all orthogonal slice views and 3D surface

view. Slice images are displayed using the mediastinal window. (Figure 19(a)) Transverse slice

Z = 251 . (Figure 19(b)) Coronal slice Y = 242 . (Figure 19(c)) Sagittal slice X = 251 . (Figure 19(d))

3D surface view.

FIGS. 20(a) to 20(d) show examples of lymph-node station definition for station M7. This

station is presented by a cuboid region, which is highlighted on all orthogonal slice views and 3D surface

view. Slice images are displayed using the mediastinal window. (Figure 20(a)) Transverse slice

Z = 203 . (Figure 20(b)) Coronal slice Y = 2 15 . (Figure 20(c)) Sagittal slice X = 256 . (Figure 20(d))

3D surface view.

FIGS. 2 1(a) to 21(e) show examples of lymph-node station definition for station MlO-I l . This

station is presented by two cuboid regions, which are highlighted on all orthogonal slice views and 3D

surface view. Slice images are displayed using the lung window. (Figure 2 1(a)) Transverse slice

Z = 285 . (Figure 21(b)) Coronal slice Y = 235 . (Figure 21(c» Sagittal slice X = 204 (right lung).

(Figure 21(d)) Sagittal slice X = 310 (left lung). (Figure 21(e)) 3D surface view.

FIG. 22(a) to 22(d) shows an example of lymph-node segmentation for station M4 with the

defined station highlighted. All lymph nodes stay inside the cuboid region of this station, and are

displayed in the color derived from the Mountain system. The mediastinal window was used for 2D slice

display.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Systems and methods for automatically calculating lymph node stations are described. In one

embodiment, the system includes: (1) internal processing methods for extracting various (or "key")

anatomical chest structures and other information; (2) automated landmark extraction and lymph-node

station definition; and (3) a graphical user interface (GUI) for visualization and interaction of the defined

lymph-node stations.

The system may comprise various hardware and or software. A general purpose computer

comprising memory, and a processor may be programmed to carry out the method. A stand-alone

workstation may also be suitable for carrying out the steps as described herein. The computer or system

may comprise means to receive and process input from users and or from the internet or other data

transfer protocols. Input means may vary widely and include, for example, a keyboard or mouse. A

display or display means may vary widely. Examples of displays include without limitation a monitor,

projector, LCD screen, plasma screen, etc.

A first step is to extract anatomical chest structures in the 3D MDCT images. The extracted

structures are used to define the nodal stations: In one embodiment, the extracted structures are used to

define Mountain or Wang stations using criteria established in the Mountain and Wang systems. The

nodal stations can be defined anatomically on the basis of the location of pulmonary lymph nodes, in

addition to their surrounding chest structures. Several of these structures are extracted automatically from

3D MDCT images.

Additionally, although the invention is described generally in connection with stations such as

the Mountain or Wang stations, the invention is not intended to be so limited. A wide range of stations,

colonies, clusters, areas, or zones may be determined and visualized in accordance with the present

invention.

Following the first step described above, landmarks (or cues) are extracted from the structures to

enable automated nodal station definition. In one embodiment, every lymph-node station, derived from

the Mountain system, is automatically defined as one or multiple 3D cuboid regions. Such definitions

represent stations well and are good for user-friendly visualization and interaction. However, other

shapes may be incorporated to represent the nodal station or area.

In one embodiment, after all stations are automatically defined, the user then reviews the defined

station regions using 2D or 3D visualization tools and can refine the definitions if necessary. The defined

stations facilitate the detection and segmentation of visible lymph nodes. Station labels are then assigned

to extracted lymph nodes automatically.

The general procedure for defining the Mountain stations in accordance with one embodiment of

the invention is summarized below:

1. Preprocessing:



(a) Automatically define the anatomical structures from image data (e.g., a 3D MDCT scan):

airway tree and airway-tree centerlines, aorta, pulmonary artery, lungs, major skeletal structures, and

major-airway labels.

(b) Define criteria for MDCT-based station definition based on geometric and anatomical criteria

defined by the Mountain system.

2. Landmark and Station Definition :

(a) Extract landmarks (or other cues) for lymph-node station definition, such as the main carina

location, trachea, major bronchi, aortic arch, etc.

(b) Define the Mountain stations based on the previously defined criteria and extracted

landmarks. Each station is demarcated by one or more 3D cuboidal volumetric regions or another

selected volumetric region.

3. Station Visualization and Final Lymph-Node Definition :

(a) Manually refine the region occupied by each lymph-node station, using tools within the

system's GUI. Use 2D slice tools (transverse, coronal, and sagittal views) and a 3D surface rendering tool

to review, both locally and globally, the lymph-node stations and existing lymph nodes in a processed

MDCT chest scan.

(b) Use live-wire-based semi-automatic tools to segment visible lymph nodes in the defined

station regions [28].

(c) Add comments on the lymph-node stations and extracted lymph nodes in a complete case

report.

The above is applicable to define and visualize other stations (e.g., the Wang stations).

Table 1 lists selectable lymph-node stations, which are derived from the Mountain and Wang

systems. Figure 14 shows the primary display window of this system. More discussion of the system

components is given below.



Table 1: Lymph-node stations derived from the Mountain and Wang systems [48, 5, 25, 3]. The user

can interact with these stations after a case is processed using the computer-based system.

IMAGE PROCESSING

As discussed above, the definitions of the lymph-node stations rely on many chest structures. In

the Mountain and Wang systems, the stations rely on, for example, the airway tree, aorta and great vessel

branches derived from it, pulmonary artery and pulmonary veins, lungs, sternum, vertebrae, azygos vein,

inominate vein, esophagus, and pulmonary ligament.

In one embodiment of the present invention, a plurality of anatomical structures are extracted,

and more preferably 5-10, and even more preferably 6 structures are extracted. Figures 15(a) to 15(g)

shows examples of these structures. Detail related to how these structures are extracted is given below.

AIRWAY TREE

The following describes processes for extracting the airway tree:

1. Automated airway segmentation (Figure 15(a)) [12].

2. Airway-tree centerline extraction. The centerlines of airway bronchi are defined, and a tree

structure is built based on bronchus centerlines to represent the airway tree (Figure 15(a)).

3. Major-airway labeling. Major bronchial branches, such as the trachea, right and left main

bronchi (RMB and LMB), etc, are labeled. This work enables identification of specific airways (Figure

15(b)).

4 . Surface rendering. The airway-tree surface is created and the endoluminal view for every

viewing site inside the airway tree, located along centerlines, is created.

The airway tree provides a large number of landmarks that are used to localize numerous lymph-

node stations in the central chest area. These landmarks are described further below.

AORTA AND PULMONARY ARTERY

The aorta and pulmonary artery (PA) are two large and vital structures in the central-chest

region. They appear in MDCT scans and can be segmented automatically. Several lymph-node stations

are defined based on landmarks extracted from the aorta and PA, such as the superior and inferior aspects

of the aortic arch. The aorta and pulmonary artery are useful to aortopulmonary (AP) window related

biopsy [48]. Both structures constitute "No-Fly" zones (or regions which should not be punctured)

during bronchoscopy (e.g., during a TBNA). Segmentation results are shown in Figures 15(c)-15(d).

The results provide landmarks for the system.



LUNGS

The lung regions help bound lymph-node stations and assist in extracting landmarks from other

chest structures for station definition. Thus, voxel-level accuracy of the lung segmentation is not

required. The following steps are taken for this embodiment (Figure 15(e)): 1) Exclude the airway tree;

2) Apply optional subsampling; 3) Apply thresholding; 4)Apply binary morphological operations; and 5)

Apply region growing.

To reduce the difficulty of lung segmentation, the airway tree is excluded from the input 3D

MDCT image. An optional subsampling operation may be applied to reduce the size of the CT image, so

as to speed up the segmentation procedure dramatically. Simple thresholding is then applied to isolate

voxels with similar intensities as that in regions of the lungs. Binary morphological operations are then

applied to isolate and complete lung regions and remove unexpected objects, such as inserted medical

devices which may appear during the CT scanning process. Finally, a region growing operation is

applied to refine the lung segmentation.

VERTEBRAE AND STERNUM

Bone structures, such as the vertebrae and sternum, can be detected because they are presented in

high-intensity voxels in CT images. Thresholding followed by morphological operations can successfully

isolate these structures. It is not necessary to segment the entire vertebrae and sternum. Instead, the

posterior limit of the sternum and anterior limit of the vertebrae are detected. The bound information can

then be used to define posterior and/or anterior limits for several stations derived from the Mountain

system.

LANDMARK AND STATION DEFINITION

Each defined station consists of one or multiple cuboid regions. These regions rely on anatomical

and geometrical cues provided by landmarks extracted from the airway tree, aorta, pulmonary artery, etc.

In this embodiment, the following landmarks are extracted, grouped by the previously defined key

structures:

1. Airway tree :

(a) Superior, inferior, anterior, posterior, and right and left lateral limits of the airway walls of major

bronchi, such as the trachea, RMB and LMB, the right and left upper lobe bronchi (RULB and LULB),

on corresponding 2D MDCT slices.

(b) Superior and inferior limits of the right intermediate bronchus, and the right and left lower lobe

bronchi (RLB and LLB).

(c) Minimum bounding rectilinear regions that encompass the segmental and subsegmental bronchi

in the right upper lobe (RUL), right lower lobe (RLL), left upper lobe (LUL), and left lower lobe (LLL).

(d) Locations of voxels on the airway centerlines.

(e) Endoluminal views of every viewing site along the airway centerlines.

2. Aorta:



(a) Superior and inferior limits of the aortic arch.

(b) Anterior, posterior, and right and left lateral limits of the aortic arch, ascending aorta, and

descending aorta on corresponding 2D MDCT slices.

(c) Positions of voxels located at the center of the ascending aorta on every 2D transverse slice.

3. Pulmonary artery : Minimum bounding rectilinear region that encompasses the segmented pulmonary

artery.

4 . Lungs :

(a) Superior, inferior, anterior, posterior, and left and right lateral limits of the lungs.

(b) Locations of the roots of the two lungs, where the RMB and LMB intersect with the lungs.

(c) Location where the volumes of the left and/or right lungs decrease dramatically in the vertical

direction. This location is considered as the position where the abdomen appears.

5. Vertebrae and sternum :

(a) Anterior limit of the vertebrae on every transverse slice.

(b) Posterior limit of the sternum on every transverse slice.

(c) Location where the sternal notch appears in vertical direction.

More landmarks may be extracted and the invention may comprise extracting more or less landmarks.

In one embodiment, the following additional steps are used to create the final definition of the stations:

1. Mountain stations 1 and 2 are grouped as one station, because the inferior limit of

station 1 (or the superior limit of station 2) is not clear and varies among patients.

2. Mountain stations 10 and 11 are combined into one station, because there is no

explicit boundary between them in MDCT images.

3. Mountain stations 12, 13, and 14 are also grouped for the same reason as stations 10

and 11.

In another embodiment, additional stations are combined to create a revised station, or area.

Figures 16(a) and 16(b) shows examples of how stations M4 and M7 are defined. 2D section views

(Trans.—Transverse, Coro.—Coronal, and Sag.—Sagittal) are displayed using the mediastinal window

(window width 400 and window level -160) or the lung window (window width 1600 and window level -

1150).

STATION VISUALIZATION AND LYMPH-NODE DEFINITION

After the automatic definition of the stations, in one embodiment, the user can interact with the

processed results. This allows the user to, amongst other things, visualize the stations, modify the

stations, and modify the definition of visible lymph nodes.

A graphical user interface (GUI) facilitates interaction between the user and the results. In one

embodiment, the GUI of the system includes, but is not limited to, the following components:

1. Station maps . Interactive pictures of the lymph-node station maps, derived from the Mountain and

Wang systems, allow for locating a specific lymph-node station, as listed in Table 1.



2 . Primary display window . It provides the following display modes:

(a) Slice view. It allows for displaying single or multiple 2D slice views (transverse, coronal, and

sagittal), as shown in Figure 14.

(b) 3D surface view. It presents the airway tree, segmented lymph nodes, aorta, pulmonary

artery, and lymph-node stations in 3D, as show in Figures 17(a) and 17(b).

(c) Endoluminal view. It is incorporated with 2D slice views and used to present the Wang

stations.

3. Preprocessing and station definition . Many tools are provided for processing anatomical structures,

extracting landmarks, defining lymph-node stations, and locating/activating a defined station.

4 . Display and station modification . Many controls allow for the selection of different display modes and

modification of defined lymph-node stations. The user can also change display windows for 2D slice

views.

5. Tissue removal . This enables the removal of key structures, including the airway tree, aorta,

pulmonary artery, and lungs, from 2D slice views, as shown in Figure 18. It also allows for excluding

voxels whose intensities are outside a selected range. The purpose of these controls is to provide

flexibility for detecting lymph nodes on 2D slice images, so as to speed up lymph-node-related

operations.

6 . Segmentation . Controls exist for segmenting visible lymph nodes in a selected station area. The

station information of a defined lymph node is embedded automatically or manually in the segmentation

result, so as to classify or group segmented lymph nodes for follow-up clinical applications.

The system provides many tools for highlighting, enhancing, and semi-automatically segmenting

lymph nodes in images (e.g., 3D MDCT images).

In one embodiment, lymph-node segmentation is carried out using a live-wire-based semi¬

automatic method. In another embodiment, lymph-node segmentation is carried out using a manual slice

method.

Figures 5(a)-(b) shows all segmented lymph nodes for an exemplary 3D MDCT scan, where the

colors are derived from the Mountain system and serve as station labels.

EXAMPLE

A computer-based system as described herein has been applied to 2 1 human MDCT scans, as

summarized in Table 2 . In particular, for each scan, 10 lymph-node stations derived from the Mountain

system and 11 Wang stations, as listed in Table 1,. were automatically defined by the system. Examples

given below are derived from the same human 3D MDCT image IRB20349.3.3. The Mountain stations

are presented using three 2D section views and one 3D surface view.



Table 2 : Summary of 2 1 cases involved in the study. The scans were derived from two IRB protocols

Spatial resolution and the use of contrast agent is noted.

Figures 19(a)-(d), Figures 20(a)-(d), and Figures 21(a)-(e) give processed examples of stations

M4, M7, and MlO-1 1. Station M4 with visible lymph nodes segmented is shown in Figures 22(a)-(d),

while the complete segmentation result of lymph nodes appears in Figures 17(a)-(b).

See also U.S. patent applications Nos. 11/437,230, filed May 19, 2006; 11/437,229, filed May

19, 2006; 12/022,620, filed January 30, 2008; 12/018,953, filed January 24, 2008; 61/028,562, filed

February 14, 2008; and 61/028,607, filed February 14, 2008.
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III. PATH REPORT GENERATION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Lung cancer is the deadliest form of cancer in the United States.' For this disease, the state-of-

the-art treatment process begins with the acquisition and analysis of a three-dimensional (3D)

multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) chest scan. If a pathologically suspicious region is found

during the analysis of this volumetric image, a follow-on bronchoscopy may be performed. 2 6 In such a

procedure, the physician inserts a bronchoscope into the patient's airways and navigates to a location in

the airway tree where a sample of the diagnostic region of interest (ROI) can be taken. Unfortunately,

ROIs are often solitary pulmonary nodules (SPNs), which tend to be small in diameter ( < 30 mm) and

situated several airway generations away from the trachea.7 Furthermore, ROIs may be located outside

the airway tree so there are often no visual cues of the appropriate biopsy location during the live

procedure. As the physician must navigate through the complex, bifurcating airway tree to sample a

small target that may not be visible in the bronchoscopic video feed, such procedures can be quite

difficult. For these reasons, it is necessary for the physician to have an appropriate, easy-to-interpret plan

of treatment prior to the live procedure. 8 12

The current practice for planning bronchoscopic procedures requires the physician to scroll

through axial slices of the MDCT image and perform 3D mental reconstruction to determine the

appropriate route to reach an ROI. Mentally defining a route to reach these peripheral ROIs can be an

error-prone process. 13 16 While there is conflicting data on the rate of malignancy of peripheral SPNs,

successfully sampling such lesions could be beneficial.7 If the lesion is found to be cancerous at an early

stage, treatment may be able to be given before the malignancy spreads. If the lesion is not cancerous, the

patient can be spared more invasive surgery.7 l7

Recent research has shown that biopsy of peripheral lesions using ultrathin bronchoscopes is

feasible given appropriate procedure planning and a useful presentation of the route to the ROI.8 9 In the

work of Shinagawa et ai, a physician determined appropriate airway routes to peripheral ROIs and

generated virtual bronchoscopic (VB) depictions of the tracheobronchial tree at informative locations

along the routes.8 9 Because manually defining and generating appropriate previews of the routes to



peripheral ROIs in such a manner can be time-consuming for the physician, Shinagawa et al. suggest the

need for automation.9

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In broad and general terms, this invention resides in a reporting system that enables the

previewing of endoscopic medical procedures. While the research that motivated this work was in the

planning and presentation of peripheral bronchoscopic procedures to physicians for the diagnosis and

treatment of lung cancer, the system and method have broader applications to other diseases and related

procedures. Our previous works have addressed the automated planning requirements. In this

specification, we disclose a nearly-automatic reporting system.

Our approach begins with a technician semi-automatically defining regions of interest (ROIs) via

a livewire-type method. All other aspects of the procedure-planning process are automatic. During the

planning process, the technician can verify and modify the intermediate results generated by the system.

For instance, the airway-tree segmentation subroutine includes an optional interactive-refinement tool.

This tool allows for the addition or deletion of bronchi in the airway-tree model. This data is then

processed by the automated route-planning system to find an appropriate trajectory through the airway

tree to the biopsy site. 18

Our automated reporting system generates two types of outputs from the previously computed

data: (1) a dynamic report providing an interactive virtual-reality movie preview of the procedure; and

(2) a static report presenting relevant visual and quantitative data along the route. The two reports allow

the physician to preview and gain knowledge of the nuances particular to a specific case prior to the

procedure and are also useful for archival purposes.

Because we focus on lung-cancer treatment, we are particulary interested in bronchoscopic

procedures, wherein the image-based report provides a preview of the procedure to be performed to reach

and biopsy an ROI. However, the methods are general; using similar anatomical and procedure-specific

inputs our methodologies could have other clinical uses; e.g., in the coronary arteries or the colon.

The user interface for viewing both the dynamic and static reports is provided by a web browser

{e.g., Internet Explorer or Firefox). Such an interface is beneficial in that: (1) most individuals are

familiar with how to navigate web pages; and (2) web browsers can convey both static and dynamic

content with limited computational overhead. Together, these two features allow physicians of varying

computational experience to preview the procedures on almost any computer in the hospital — no special

hardware is necessary.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 23(a) to 23(d) depict various components of the procedure planning system. A peripheral

lesion is semi-automatically defined by the physician in Figure 23(a). Figure 23(b) shows a 3D

representation of airway-tree segmentation (green) and the suspected peripheral lesion ROI (red). The



viewing orientation, as indicated by the purple stick figure in the bottom right, has been chosen to show

the ROI and the airways leading to it. Figure 23(c) depicts a virtual bronchoscopic rendering of the

biopsy location, with the ROI (green) blended onto the airway-wall surface and a 3D arrow pointing to

the ROI at the route destination. The global 3D airway view of Figure 23(d) shows the position of a

virtual bronchoscope (orange) relative to the airway tree and ROI. The MDCT chest scan was generated

by a Siemens Emotion 16 scanner with an image size of 512x512x682 and voxel resolution

Ax = Ay = 0.80 mm, Az = 0.50 mm.

FIG. 24 illustrates the report preview tool. To create a report, the user determines the pre-

computed routes to use in the "Select ROI(s)"section. The background color of each ROI in the table

corresponds to the color of the ROI in the VB and global airway renderings. The VB rendering, to the

left of the ROI table, displays the movie to be created by the report generator, allowing the user to ensure

the correct routes were chosen. The remainder of the interface contains various options, including the

generation offset, ROI vanish distance, and variables controlling the location of the key frames in the

static report.

FIG. 25 shows the interactive movie of the dynamic report. The movie pane shows the VB

movie with the superimposed generation, minimum-diameter, and distance-to-ROI information. The

right-half portion of the figure shows the various movie controls that allow the physician to interact with

the VB movie.

FIG. 26 provides a pre-bronchoscopy report. This report is automatically generated by the

system, providing relevant quantitative data about the ROI and the bronchoscopic route. A global view

(upper right) shows the airway tree, the suggested route (blue) and the ROI (green). The VB renderings

depict endoluminal views of each bifurcation encountered along the route and at the final suggested

biopsy site (13 and Biopsy Site Views). The blue arrow indicates the suggested biopsy puncture site.

Each view also provides the distance remaining to reach the ROI ("Dist to ROI") and a range of the

minimum diameters in each bronchus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

We describe the report-generation process in multiple stages. First, we briefly describe the inputs

used by to generate reports for bronchoscopic procedures. Next, we describe the report preview tool,

which provides a graphical user interface (GUD for selecting report generation options. Finally, we

describe the methods used for creating both the dynamic and static reports.

1. Inputs

Given a patient's 3D MDCT chest image, the procedure-planning process generates the inputs to

our reporting system in five main steps: (1) define a peripheral ROI; (2) segment the airway tree; (3)

define the interior surfaces of the tracheobronchial (airway) tree; (4) extract the medial axes (centerlines)

of the airways; and (5) determine an appropriate route to the ROI. The remainder of this section describes



these inputs and how they are used to generate our two different reports.

1.1. ROI Definition

The first step of the planning process is to define the target to be reached during the

bronchoscopic procedure. This system component takes as input the MDCT image and the general

location, usually an approximate center-of-mass, of each ROI. These locations are typically noted by the

physician during the initial examination of the MDCT data. Because ROIs vary greatly in shape and

radiologic appearance, a trained technician uses a semi-automated approach to define the set of ROI

voxels in the MDCT image at the locations specified by the physician. To minimize the time and effort

required by the technician, we utilize the 3D livewire method of Lu et al. to segment the ROI (Figure

23(a). 19 20 This method requires the technician to outline the ROI in only a few axial slices. From these

cues, a filled ROI volume is generated.

1.2. Airway-Tree Segmentation

Effective bronchoscopic procedure planning requires an accurate and complete airway-tree

definition (at least along the route to the ROI). Two components of our system's airway-tree model are

the the airway-tree segmentation and polygonal airway-wall surfaces, both of which are produced with

novel methods. An airway-tree segmentation, consisting of the set of airway lumen voxels in the MDCT

image, is generated by the system proposed by Graham et al. (Figure 23(b)). 2 1 This system combines a

robust automatic approach with a semi-automatic airway-tree-editing component to produce complete

airway-tree segmentations. The automated component extracts the vast majority of the lumen voxels in a

few minutes, often producing segmentations containing hundreds of branches and hundreds of thousands

of lumen voxels. The semi-automatic component, which contains a set of airway-tree editing tools, is

most often used to add weakly-defined airways to the segmentation. This functionality is used to

completely define the peripheral airways in the vicinity of the ROI.

Even though the peripheral airways near the ROI may consist of only a few, weakly-defined

voxels in the MDCT image, it is important that they be segmented. These airways provide potential

routes to the ROI. Even if airways in the vicinity of the ROI are not traversed in the path to the biopsy

location, their definition is vital for image-based guidance. This is because the guidance and reporting

systems rely upon polygonal surfaces derived from the airway-tree segmentation to create virtual-

bronchoscopic (VB) renderings of the airway tree. 22 23 Failing to include all of the the bifurcations along

the route to an ROI in the airway-tree model is disorienting when trying to align the virtual

bronchoscopic renderings with the bronchoscopic video feed during live guidance. 23 24 Such errors could

result in unsuccessful biopsy attempts.

1.3. Airway Surface Definition

From the airway-tree segmentation and MDCT image data, polygonal airway-wall surfaces are

defined, which in turn are used to generate VB renderings (Figure 23(c)). The overall goal of the surface-

definition strategy is that the resulting VB renderings accurately reflect the appearance of the airways in



the bronchoscope video feed. We utilize a recently-proposed hybrid approach to find these surfaces.25

This approach uses the MDCT chest scan in conjunction with the airway-tree segmentation to produce

well-defined surfaces for the entire extent of the airway tree.

1.4. Centerline Analysis

Using the surfaces derived in the previous step, the centerline analysis method of Yu et al.

extracts the central axes of the airway tree (Figure 23(d)).26 These centerlines define the virtual

bronchoscopic trajectories through the polygonal airway surfaces, provide potential biopsy locations for

the route-planning system, and serve as initialization locations for image-based registration during live

bronchoscopic guidance. Quantitative measurements, such as airway cross-sectional area and diameters,

are associated with airway centerline locations.27 These measurements are used in procedure planning

and are directly conveyed to the physician in the reports generated by our system (Figure 26).

1.5. Route Planning

With a definition of the target ROI, the envelope through which we can navigate to reach it (the

polygonal airway surfaces) and estimates of the pose of the scope at various locations within the airway

tree (the centerlines), an appropriate route to the ROI can be found. We use the method of Gibbs and

Higgins to automatically compute this route 18 . This method's computations account for the geometry of

both the bronchoscope and the airway tree to ensure the bronchoscope can fit along the entire route. The

biopsy site is chosen so that the relative geometry between the bronchoscope and the ROI is suitable for

the specific procedure to be performed.

2. Report Preview Tool

We have developed a report preview tool to enable the easy creation of both dynamic and static

reports. The tool provides a user-friendly interface, as depicted in Figure 24. Creating a report can be as

simple as invoking the tool, selecting a target ROI, and pressing the "Generate" button. The tool then

automatically creates the HTML and AVI files constituting the dynamic and static reports using the best

automatically-determined route to the target ROI.

A number of additional options exist for fine-tuning reports. For example, some ROIs can be

approached along multiple routes. The GUI therefore includes a table summarizing the details of all

reasonable routes to each ROI. The ROIs in this table are color coded and assigned descriptive names to

avoid confusion. Information included in this table is the size of the ROI, the airway generation in which

the route terminates and the number of discrete centerline points on the route to the ROI. The table

optionally includes information such as the size of the ROI, the number of generations traversed by each

possible route, and the minimum airway size encountered along each possible route. Using this

information, the user can select the most appropriate route to the ROI for report generation. The user also

has the freedom to select multiple routes when appropriate. This may be especially useful for sampling

large ROIs from multiple biopsy locations, each accessed by a different route. Unique dynamic and static

reports are generated for each selected route.



To further aid in appropriate route selection, the tool includes a preview window. The window

provides VB renderings and allows the user to freely navigate along each possible route. The preview

window also provides airway diameter measurements and other quantitative data. In previewing the

entire route, the user can detect constriction points, difficult turns, and other practical difficulties. Thus,

route selection can be made using as much information as possible.

Each route has an associated "vanish distance," which specifies the maximum distance from

which the ROI is visible. By setting the vanish distance, the user can control the point along the route at

which the ROI comes into view. Thus, the ROI can be made to be visible only in the last several

generations of airway leading to the biopsy site. This prevents the rendering of the ROI from obscuring

important bifurcations early in the route.

The tool also provides some flexibility in the definition of the branch generation numbers used in

the report. This is useful, for example, if a patient's lungs contain the anatomical variation known as

"bronchus suis" or "pig bronchus," where an extra bronchus extends from the trachea. In this case, the

main carina will occur at the end of a second-generation airway and the remaining generation numbers

will become non-standard. To avoid confusion, the generation number of the main carina can be set as an

option. The generation numbers of the airways in the rest of the patient are adjusted appropriately to

correlate with standard anatomy.

This report preview tool is incorporated into the Virtual Navigator System (VNS), a

comprehensive software suite. VNS is used in the inspection of MDCT chest scans as well as the

subsequent planning and guidance of bronchoscopic procedures. It includes a variety of visualization

tools, which allow a user to view MDCT slices, 3D global and endoluminal renderings of the airway tree

and ROIs, and quantitative plots of airway measurements. To appropriately store, process, and display

the huge amounts of information derived from the MDCT chest scan, VNS requires a high-end computer.

Operating on such a computer, our report generator creates content that can be viewed on laptops or

tablet computers with limited processing and graphics-rendering capabilities. Furthermore, the reports

generated by our system require only a few megabytes of storage as opposed to the hundreds of

megabytes required to store the MDCT image and associated polygonal surface data. Display devices to

view the reports include but are not limited to a tablet computer, notebook computer, PDA, and

smartphone.

2.1. Dynamic Report

The dynamic report consists of an interactive movie section as shown in Figure 25. The movie '

section includes a window that displays the virtual-reality procedure-preview movies and a set of

controls that allow the physician to interact with the movie preview. For our bronchoscopic applications,

the movie preview is a series of 3D endoluminal VB renderings. These renderings show the interior

airway walls and are constructed to mimic the appearance of the airways in the live bronchoscopic video

feed.25



. In standard bronchoscopic procedures the only information available to the physician is the video

of the patient's airways. The VB previews of our report provide additional informative visual cues to the

physician. The previously-computed route from the trachea to the final suggested biopsy site is

highlighted in blue. This blue line is the route for the physician to follow. At the end of the route, an

arrow indicates the biopsy site, pointing to the ROI. Even though it may be located beyond the airway

walls, the ROI is blended into the renderings, giving the physician a sense of the ROI's 3D location

relative to the bronchoscope.

The visual cues provided to the physician are supplemented with quantitative data. The airway

generation number is superimposed in the upper-right corner of the renderings, informing the physician

of the depth of the virtual bronchoscope within the patient's anatomy. Related to this, the "Dist to ROI"

label tells the physician the remaining distance to be traveled before reaching the final route site. Each

frame of the bronchoscopic movie also provides the minimal diameter of the airway the virtual

bronchoscopic camera's position. These diameters alert the physician to constricted locations along the

route where it may be difficult to maneuver the bronchoscope.

Outside the movie frame, global information about the ROI and the route are given. This

information includes the total number of airway generations and the narrowest airway diameter

encountered along the route to the ROI. Due to the perspective projections used to create the VB movie,

the true size of the ROI cannot be easily determined in the dynamic movie. For example, a large ROI

located some distance from the biopsy location can appear similar to a small ROI located just beyond the

airway wall. The diameter of the major axis of the ROI, provided at the top of the report helps the

physician disambiguate the visual information in the report.

Various controls allow the physician to interact with the movie. Basic navigation features such as

play forward, slow-speed play, normal-speed and fast-speed play as well as backward play control the

movie in a manner similar to a DVD player. The physician can also step forward or backward a frame (or

many) at a time.

The report uses the planning information to create a list of key frames consisting of the origin in

the trachea, frames showing all the bifurcations encountered along the route, and the biopsy site. These

key frames break up the movie into short segments akin to chapters on a DVD. The physician can view

the movie from any of the key frames by selecting the site of interest in the "Click to jump" portion of

the report. The key frames are described by their generation number and diameter range.

2.2. Static Report

The static report presents the salient features of an entire route on a single printed page. The

report presents important VB renderings, a global view of the airway tree and ROI, and useful

quantitative information. Figure 26 shows an example of a one-page report for a route traversing 13

airway generations.

The numbered VB renderings to the right of the report provide a view for each bifurcation



encountered along the route to the ROI. The location of the virtual bronchoscopic "camera" used to

capture each of these bifurcations is automatically computed using a previously-proposed method.22 As

in the dynamic report, the static VB views are enhanced with airway centerlines and the preselected route

to the ROI is represented by a thick blue line. The ROI is blended into the views near the route

destination. The blended ROI, together with an arrow pointing from the route destination to the ROI,

give 3D cues as to where the bronchoscopist can later perform a biopsy during the procedure.

As in the dynamic report, the VB rendering at each bifurcation is augmented with quantitative

information. Here, however, the rendering nominally represents an entire branch. Thus, a representative

range of quantitative information is presented.

Three additional renderings appear to the right of the report. The top provides a global 3D view

illustrating the exterior surfaces of the entire airway tree and the target ROI. As in the endoluminal VB

renderings, airway centerlines are depicted as thin red lines and the predetermined route to the ROI is

colored blue. The middle rendering depicts the biopsy site from the perspective of the bronchoscope. The

bottom view shows the ROI and the arrow indicating the biopsy site from a point near the end of the

route.

RESULTS

To date, the report generator has been used in eleven human MDCT chest scans containing a

total of twenty suspect peripheral. Of the cases considered, live procedures have been performed in eight

patients to a total of eleven ROIs.24 Examples of reports generated and computational runtimes are

presented in the remainder of this section.

Table 1 gives a summary of five peripheral cases, some of which contain multiple ROIs. The

table gives the execution time required for generating both the dynamic and static reports, excluding the

time required for file I/O. For those patients with multiple ROIs, the times were averaged to find the

reporting time for a case consisting of a single ROI target. The testing was conducted on a dual-core

2.6GHz, 4GB RAM Windows XP PC. From the table, it is seen that the reports are generated very

quickly, requiring well under a minute of processing time in all cases.

Table 1. A summary of the cases used to test the timing requirements of the report generator. The

patients are numbered according to IRB Protocol 20349.3. The top row gives the number of ROI targets

identified in each patient. The bottom row provides execution times, omitting the time required for file



input/output. Because some cases contain multiple ROIs, the time requirements for creating a report are

averaged on a per-ROI basis.

Figures 23(a)-(d) depict various inputs to the report generator, showing the route to a peripheral

lesion in the anterior segment of the right upper lobe of patient 21405.58. The top two portions of the

figure (Figure 23(a) and Figure 23(b)) show the segmentations. The ROI is being outlined in Figure 23(a)

and can be seen filled in red in Figure 23(b). The airway-tree segmentation is depicted in Figure 23(b).

This application provides a view of the ROI, the airway tree, and arbitrary cross sections of the MDCT

data. A virtual-bronchoscopic endoluminal rendering of the polygonal surfaces is displayed in Figure

23(c), and a global view of the surfaces in Figure 23(d). The red lines contained within these views are

the centerlines. The blue line highlights the route the physician should follow to reach the lesion. At the

top of Figure 23(c) a 4mm-long blue arrow appears at the end of the route showing the physician where

to biopsy the target (green).

Figure 26 shows a static report-generator output for a peripheral nodule in the anterior segment

of the right lower-lobe. This content is generated from the dynamic report. Following this plan, a

bronchoscopist was able to reach the lesion using a 2.8mm ultrathin bronchoscope during the live

procedure. 24 Each frame in the report corresponds to a separate bronchus (branch of the airway tree) in

the route to the ROI. The VB renderings, which are numbered by the generation of the airway tree in

which they are located, are endoluminal views of the polygonal surfaces. In each of the frames the size,

shape, and configurations of the visible bifurcations provide the bronchoscopist with the landmarks

required to remain oriented throughout the procedure. The "Dist to ROI" value provides the

bronchoscopist with the distance traversed in the airway tree between each frame while the range of

diameter values alert the physician to those airways where the bronchoscope may tightly fit during the

procedure. The green ROI is visible in the final frames (generations 12,13) and the large "biopsy site"

frames on the right. The ROI is located beyond the airway walls, but is blended with the airway surfaces

so that it is visible in the report, giving the physician a better sense of its location. The blue arrow that

also appears in these views corresponds to the location from which the biopsy procedure should be

performed. The two biopsy views on the right show the blended ROI on the airway surface at two poses

near the biopsy location.

CONCLUSION

We have described a method and apparatus for producing and previewing reports for peripheral

bronchoscopic procedures using patient-specific MDCT chest scans. The reports provide quantitative

data about the route and both static and dynamic previews of the procedure. The dynamic report provides

an interactive movie that displays a virtual-reality preview of the procedure. The static report presents

virtual bronchoscopic endoluminal renderings at each bifurcation, branch-level quantitative



measurements, and other important information on a single printed page. The reports distill complex

procedure-planning information derived from a number of automatic and interactive processing

algorithms into a small, easy-to-understand package that can be loaded on a laptop and viewed in a

standard internet browser.

Both the dynamic and static reports are generated within an interactive preview tool. The tool

automatically generates reports with a single button press, but also provides a number of options for fine-

tuning reports. In particular, the user can choose from several potential routes and biopsy sites for each

ROI.

The reports generated by our system have been to preview difficult biopsies of peripheral ROIs

located as many as 14 airway-tree generations from the trachea. Additionally, the methods used to

generate reports for bronchoscopy to the periphery of the airway tree are more generally applicable to

other anatomical regions such as the coronary arteries and the colon.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of reconstructing a model of a path through a branching tubular organ,

drawing upon a three-dimensional (3D) digital image of the surrounding anatomy and comprising the

steps of:

computing a segmentation of the organ using the digital image;

identifying a region of interest (ROI) associated with the anatomy;

selecting the path originating at the beginning of the branching organ, passing through branches

of the organ, and leading to the ROI;

adding branches to the organ segmentation;

constructing accurate endoluminal surfaces of the organ's branches; and

producing a model of the path containing accurate endoluminal surfaces at all branch junctions

encountered along the path.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of computing a segmentation of the organ

comprises:

computing an initial coarse segmentation of the organ using the digital image;

identifying a set of candidate branch sections;

combining groups of candidate branch sections into a set of disjoint candidate branch segments;

linking nearby branch segments using connection functions; and

calculating an optimal reconstruction of the organ using the coarse segmentation, the candidate

branch segments, and the connection functions.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of adding branches comprises adding branches

to the organ model along the path.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of identifying a set of candidate peripheral

branch segments includes the steps of:

scanning the digital image for short branch sections; and

connecting sections that share a common boundary.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the step of connecting branch sections that share a

common boundary includes the use of smooth interpolated surfaces.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of identifying branch sections includes the use

of a global graph partitioning algorithm.



7. The method of claim 1, wherein the 3D digital image is a computed-tomography image

of the chest.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the branching tubular organ is an airway tree.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the branching tubular organ is a vascular system.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the model of the path enables guidance of endoscopy to

a diagnostic ROI.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the endoluminal surfaces are derived from a suitable

topological dilation of the organ segmentation.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the endoluminal surfaces are computed from locally

defined isosurfaces.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the endoluminal surfaces are computed from a

combination of the methods of claims 11 and 12.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the topological dilation is determined by a linear

programming algorithm and the linear programming algorithm satisfies topological and smoothness

constraints.

15. A system for reconstructing a model of a path through a branching tubular organ,

comprising the steps of:

an input for receiving a 3D digital image of the surrounding anatomy;

a processor operative to perform the following functions:

a) automatically computing a segmentation of the organ using the digital image;

b) receiving input for identifying a region of interest (ROI) associated with the anatomy;

c) selecting the path originating at the beginning of the branching organ, passing through

branches of the organ, and leading to the ROI;

d) receiving input for adding branches to the organ segmentation along the path;

e) constructing accurate endoluminal surfaces of the organ's branches; and

f) producing a model of the path containing accurate endoluminal surfaces at all branch

junctions encountered along the path.



16. The system of claim 15, wherein the automatic segmentation method includes the steps

of:

computing an initial coarse segmentation of the organ using the digital image;

identifying a set of candidate branch sections;

combining groups of candidate branch sections into a set of disjoint candidate branch segments;

linking nearby branch segments using connection functions; and

calculating an optimal reconstruction of the organ using the coarse segmentation, the candidate

branch segments, and the connection functions;.

17. The system of claim 15, including an input for adding new candidate branches to the

organ.

18. The system of claim 15, wherein the processor is operative to identify a set of candidate

branch segments, including:

scanning the digital image for short branch sections; and

connecting sections that share a common boundary.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the processor is operative to connect branch sections

that share a common boundary using smooth interpolated surfaces.

20. The system of claim 18, wherein the processor is operative to determine valid branches

among the candidates using a global graph partitioning algorithm.

21. The system of claim 15, wherein the 3D digital image is a computed-tomography image

of the chest.

22. The system of claim 15, wherein the branching tubular organ is an airway tree.

23. The system of claim 15, wherein the branching tubular organ is a vascular system.

24. The system of claim 15, wherein the model of the path enables guidance of endoscopy to

a diagnostic ROI.

25. The system of claim 15, wherein the processor is operative to determine endoluminal

surfaces from a suitable topological dilation of the organ segmentation.



26. The system of claim 15, wherein the endoluminal surfaces are computed from locally

defined isosurfaces.

27. The system of claim 15, wherein the endoluminal surfaces are computed from a

combination of the methods of claims 25 and 26.

28. The system of claim 25, wherein the topological dilation is determined by a linear

programming algorithm and the linear programming algorithm satisfies topological and smoothness

constraints.

29. The system of claim 15 further comprising a display in communication with the

processor for displaying the 3D image and one or more of the results obtained through functions a)-f).

30. The method of claim 1 wherein global information in the image is used to construct the

model.

31. The method of claim 1 wherein said connection functions are smooth interpolated

parametric connection functions.

32. The method of claim 1 further comprising removing sections from the organ model.

33. A method for automatically identifying at least one lymph node station in a thoracic region

of a patient, said method comprising the steps of:

calculating a 3D model of at least one anatomical structure in the chest based on image data;

calculating at least one anatomical cue derived from said at least one anatomical structure; and

calculating at least one lymph node station based on said image data and using said at least one

anatomical cue wherein said calculating at least one lymph node station is performed automatically.

34. The method of claim 1 further comprising displaying said at least one lymph node station in a

view.

35. The method of claim 1 wherein said anatomical structure comprise at lease one of the

patient's airway tree, aorta, pulmonary artery, lungs, vertebrae, and sternum from the image data.

36. The method of claim 3 wherein said anatomical structure comprise the airway tree, and said

method further comprising calculating centerlines through the airways of the airway tree.



37. The method of claim 4 further comprising labeling individual airways of the airway tree.

38. The method of claim 1 wherein said calculating the at least one lymph node station is

performed entirely automatically.

39. The method of claim 1 wherein the calculating step comprises calculating a plurality of

Mountain Stations.

40. The method of claim 1 further comprising accepting input regarding a lymph node of the

station.

41. The method of claim 8 further comprising calculating the lymph node within the station

based on said input.

42. The method of claim 9 further comprising displaying said lymph node.

43. The method of claim 5 wherein said lymph node station is station M7, and said anatomical

cues comprise a main carina, an inferior limit of a bronchus intermedius, a right limit of the right main

bronchus, and left limit of the left main bronchus.

44. The method of claim 2 comprising displaying said station in a 3D view and a 2D multiplanar

formatted image section.

45. The method of claim 1 comprising adjusting the anatomical cues.

46. The method of claim 2 comprising adjusting the view of the station.

47. The method of claim 7 further comprising calculating at least 10 Mountain Stations, and

indicating which of said Mountain Stations are accessible via a bronchoscope.

48. The method of claim 1 wherein said image data is 3D image data.

49. A method for automatically identifying at least one lymph node zone in the thoracic

region comprising the steps of:

identifying at least one known anatomical cue; and automatically calculating at least one lymph



node zone using said at least one anatomical cue.

50. The method of claim 17 wherein said area is a Mountain Station.

51. The method of claim 17 wherein said automatically calculating is carried out entirely

automatically.

52. The method of claim 17 wherein the anatomical cue is calculated based on image data

selected from the group consisting of 2D and 3D image data.

53. A computing system for calculating at least one lymph node station based on image data of a

patient's thoracic region, said system comprising:

a memory storing said image data;

a processor in communication with said memory, the processor being operative to:

a) calculate a 3D model of at least one anatomical structure in the chest of the patient;

b) calculate at least one anatomical cue derived from said at least one anatomical

structure; and

c) calculate said at least one lymph node station based on at least one anatomical cue.

54. The system of claim 2 1 further comprising a display in communication with said processor

and operative to display a view of the lymph node station in 3D.

55. The system of claim 2 1 wherein said processor is operative to reconstruct at least one of the

anatomical structures selected from the group consisting of an airway tree, aorta, pulmonary artery,

lungs, vertebrae, and sternum.

56. The system of claim 2 1 wherein said processor is operative to calculate a 3D geometrical

shape that defines Mountain station M7.

57. The system of claim 2 1 further comprising a node tool to accept input regarding a lymph

node within said lymph node station, and said processor being operative to calculate said lymph node in

3D.

58. The system of claim 2 1 further comprising a cue tool to adjust said at least one anatomical

cue.



59. The system of claim 22 comprising a display tool to adjust the view of the station.

60. The system of claim 2 1 wherein said anatomical structure comprises the airway tree, and the

processor is operative to calculate centerlines of airways of said airway tree.

61. The system of claim 25 wherein said processor being operative to calculate a route to said

lymph node from a first location.

63. The system of claim 29 wherein said processor is configured to display the route in at least

one view.

64. A lymph node station mapping method based on image data of a patient of the thoracic

region, said method comprising:

processing the image data, said processing step comprising (a) automatically defining at least one

anatomical structure from the group consisting of: airway tree, airway-tree centerlines, aorta, pulmonary

artery, lungs, major skeletal structures, and major-airway labels; and (b) defining criteria for MDCT-

based station definition based on geometric and anatomical criteria defined by the Mountain system;

defining a landmark and a station comprising (a) extracting a landmark for a lymph-node station

definition; (b) defining Mountain stations based on said criteria and the extracting step; and (c)

demarcating each station with at least one 3D volumetric region; and

visualizing the station and lymph-node definition, said visualization step comprising (a)

manually refining the region occupied by each lymph-node station using at least one tool; and (b)

segmenting visible lymph nodes in the defined station regions.

65. The method of claim 3 1 wherein said extracting step comprises extracting one or more

landmarks from the group consisting of the main carina location, trachea, major bronchi, and aortic arch.

66. The method of claim 3 1 comprising reviewing the lymph-node stations and existing

lymph nodes in a processed MDCT chest scan with a 2D section tool and a 3D surface rendering tool.

67. The method of claim 3 1 further comprising adding comments on at least one of said

lymph-node stations and extracted lymph nodes.

68. The method of claim 34 comprising providing a printed case report.

69. An automatic method of producing a report of a path through a hollow body organ,



comprising the steps of:

receiving previously acquired three-dimensional (3D) image data of the anatomy, including

predefined endoluminal surfaces of the organ;

identifying at least one site of interest associated with the anatomy;

automatically generating a path to the site; and

outputting a report describing a selected characteristic, or characteristics, along the path.

70. The method of claim 1, wherein the three-dimensional digital image of the anatomy is

derived from a multidetector computed tomography scan.

71. The method of claim 1, wherein the three-dimensional digital image is derived from a

magnetic resonance imaging scan.

72. The method of claim 1, including the step of drawing the ROI using a three-dimensional

livewire method.

73. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of automatically generating a path to the site

includes the step of defining the interior surfaces of the organ.

74. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of automatically generating a path to the site

includes the step of extracting the medial axes (centerlines) of branches within the organ.

75. The method of claim 1, wherein the final view of the report includes unique iconic or

numerical information at the final location along the path.

76. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of outputting a report describing the path

includes generating a static report presenting relevant visual and quantitative data along the path.

77. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of outputting a report describing the path

includes the generation of a dynamic report providing an interactive virtual-reality movie preview of the

procedure.

78. The method of claim 1, wherein the report depicts organ branch and/or bifurcation views

encountered along the path.

79. The method of claim 1, wherein the organ is a tracheobronchial tree.



80. The method of claim 1, wherein the organ is a coronary arterial tree.

81. The method of claim 1, wherein the organ is a gastrointestinal tract or colon.

82. A system for producing a report of a path through a hollow body organ, comprising:

a user input for identifying at least one site of interest associated with the anatomy on a three-

dimensional digital image of the anatomy, including predefined endoluminal surfaces; and

a processor for automatically generating a path to the site and a report describing the path.

83. The system of claim 14, wherein the three-dimensional digital image of the organ is

derived from a multidetector computed tomography scan.

84. The system of claim 14, wherein the three-dimensional digital image is derived from a

magnetic resonance imaging scan.

85. The system of claim 14, wherein the processor is operative to automatically defining the

interior surfaces of the organ to generate a path to the ROI.

86. The system of claim 14, wherein the processor is operative to automatically extract the

medial axes (centerlines) of branches within the organ to generate a path to the site.

87. The system of claim 14, including a display showing unique iconic or numerical

information at the final location along the path.

88. The system of claim 19, wherein the display device is one of a tablet computer, notebook

computer, PDA, and smartphone.

89. The system of claim 14, including a display showing a static report presenting relevant

visual and quantitative data along the path.

90. The system of claim 14, including a display showing an interactive virtual-reality movie

preview of the procedure.

91. The system of claim 14, wherein the report depicts organ branch and/or bifurcation

views encountered along the path.



92. The system of claim 14, wherein the organ is a tracheobronchial tree.

93. The system of claim 14, wherein the organ is a coronary arterial tree.

94. The system of claim 14, wherein the organ is a gastrointestinal tract or colon.

95. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of outputting a report describing the path

includes generating a report for a portable display device, wherein said device is one of a tablet

computer, notebook computer, PDA, and smartphone.

96. Any method disclosed herein.

97. Any article disclosed herein.

98. Any system disclosed herein.
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